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Preface

Today’s enterprises must adapt their business processes to work in open settings, such as online marketplaces and, more generally, the Web, where business relationships exhibit a high degree of dynamism. Moreover, open settings are characterized by the autonomy and heterogeneity of the enterprises. In such settings, interoperability of / between the information systems that support and automate business processes and applications is a key concern: how do we ensure that diverse enterprises can work together towards a mutually desirable end? Interoperability problems occur at different levels: at the business level (how organizations do business together, what needs to be described and how?), at the knowledge level (different formats, schemas, and ontologies), and at the infrastructure level (the underlying information and communication technologies and systems). Agents, Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) are complementary approaches to addressing the enterprise interoperability problem.

Agent technologies provide a cross-cutting approach promising to enable intelligent and proactive automation, adaptive planning and execution, decentralized coordination, and semantic interoperability. Agents enable dynamic collaboration and orchestration in changing and unpredictable situations. MDA supports interoperability due to its promise of providing consistent models at different abstraction layers with well-defined mappings in between these layers and provides mechanisms that generate artifacts for different platforms. SOA tries to reach interoperability, focusing upon, but not restricted to, the information and communication technology (ICT) level. It provides late-binding interoperability between business process requirements and providers of service implementations which results in loose coupling among software entities representing business objects (processes, organizational units, etc.).

The workshop focuses on technologies that support interoperability in networked organizations, on successful applications of these technologies, and on lessons learned. The main goal is to stimulate a discussion on in how far agent technologies can support interoperability in this context and to compare current trends in the development of agent technologies with recent developments in service-oriented and model-driven system design with respect to their ability to solve interoperability problems. Regarding model-driven system design the presentation and discussion of metamodels of the underlying technologies like for example agent technologies and service-oriented architectures is especially of interest.
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Agent-Supported Collaboration and Interoperability for Networked Enterprises

Klaus Fischer and Ingo Zinnikus

German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) GmbH, Saarbrücken, Germany

Abstract. The paper presents results from the COIN project which deals with improving solutions for enterprise interoperability and enterprise collaboration. We present the context of COIN in the European research area and explain the basic approach and system architecture COIN is aiming at. Special emphasis is put on how agents can support enterprise interoperability as well as enterprise collaboration services.

1 Background

In European research Enterprise Collaboration (EC) and Enterprise Interoperability (EI) have been the two major research catalysts for DG INFSO D4 Networked Enterprise & Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and aggregated tens of projects and hundreds of researchers in their project cluster initiatives. Further information on EU projects and the cluster activities can be found at [1]. The COIN project [2] is one of the major current activities in this context. It is the conviction of the COIN project promoters that EC and EI are different concepts which cannot be merged and should not be confused. The former comes from a business perspective and identifies the process of enterprises to set-up and manage cross-enterprise win-win business relations in response to business opportunities. The latter originated by the ICT world and identifying a capability of enterprise software and applications to be integrated at the level of data, applications, processes, and models. EC and EI are, however, so interdependent, interconnected, and simultaneously present in every networked enterprise, that they can be considered as the two sides of the same coin.

EC was mainly fed by projects like ECOLEAD and DBE (both were socalled integrated projects (IP)) and by several smaller projects (small or medium-scale focused research projects (STREP)) like myTreasury, E4, Fluid-Win, Pabadis-Promise and Smart, aims at finding new paradigms for European enterprises (mainly SMEs) aggregation, synchronization, and co-operation in response to the more and more demanding and complex business opportunities coming from the global market. The key phases for achieving EC is the identification of an SME’s core competencies, the focus of the SMEs internal resources with respect to these core competencies, and the valorization of these core competences by exposing them in the marketplace searching for other SMEs to collaborate with. Several collaboration models, ICT infrastructures, and support services have been
so far successfully developed in such projects with the utmost concern to meet SMEs expectations and requirements. An important collaboration is the closed Breeding Environment more similar to a club or a gymnasium where SMEs are getting prepared to collaborate or the open Business Ecosystem where constellations of providers dynamically offer their services. Regarding ICT infrastructure the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) for Enterprise Applications Integration (EAI), the Semantically Enabled Service Oriented Architectures (SESA), or the Digital Ecosystem peer-to-peer architecture can be mentioned.

However, in order to fully exploit its potentials mainly for European SMEs, EC research does not only aim at achieving important and relevant results from the scientific, organizational, business standpoint, but tries to also magnify the investments on resources in the ICT implementation of the key collaboration processes and cross-enterprise applications needed to make collaboration easier and profitable. For instance, the two projects ECOLEAD and DBE have achieved significant results in the field of IT infrastructure and IT support to collaboration management and performance management, but they could not address properly the problem of EAI and operational support to collaborative processes in different industries and application domains.

EI research was so far mainly fed by the ATHENA and TRUSTCOM (both EU IP projects), by the INTEROP NoE and by several STREPs like Abilities, Genesis, Fusion and Satine, started from an IT perspective of Enterprise Application and Software interoperability (inherited by the IDEAS road-mapping effort) and focused on enterprise modeling, architecture and platforms, ontologies and semantics as the basic pillars for EI. According to the ATHENA railroad for interoperability (see Fig. 1) this research stream proceeded very well in an analytical way to deeply investigate the various interoperability problems which affect European enterprises (and SMEs) and came out with a set of innovative ICT solutions (for Enterprise Models Interoperability, Cross-organizational Business Processes, Semantic Business Document Reconciliation, IT Service selection and composition and, finally, a model-driven approach for SOA).

EI solutions have already proved to be efficient and effective in the ICT and research community (e.g. with respect to software and service engineering, model-driven architectures, semantic interoperability) but have in their innovation potential privileged the big enterprises and regarding ICT more developed sectors and domains, while there is a tremendous need for EI efficient and effec-
tive solutions in the SMEs environment and in some less ICT-developed sectors and domains like textile, food, or tourism. Moreover, it seems that EI solutions so far lack flexibility and adaptation to different business scenarios and collaboration forms like Supply Chains, Collaborative Networks and Business Ecosystems.

2 The COIN Project

In its general approach to support EC and EI services in networked enterprises, the main objectives of COIN is to design and develop a pervasive, adaptive service platform to host baseline and innovative COIN services for EI and EC and make them available under innovative on-demand, utility-oriented business models to European enterprises (and SMEs in particular) for running their business in a secure, reliable and efficient way. Such a service platform, including business and knowledge interoperability models and tools, represents the innovative glue to fully exploit pre-existing and new services in the overall COIN mission.

Figure 2 displays the basic architecture of the COIN platform. On top of the basic infrastructure of the Internet and the Web, COIN develops a generic service platform (GSP). The WSMO/WSMX framework forms the core of the GSP. Therefore the main part of the services in the GSP are semantically described. Additionally, the COIN platform provides innovative services to support EC and EI. These innovative services can access Web services registered in the GSP or can be built directly with traditional Internet technology. Proof of concept tools to support end users in the execution of collaborative processes in networked enterprises are developed on top of the COIN platform.

The COIN Platform represents a service provisioning platform capable of supporting the SaaS-U\(^1\) paradigm for EC/EI services. The overall idea is to provide a set of services through the platform that enable enterprises to create virtual organizations leveraging on collaborative services and exchanging information through integration services. All collaborative and interoperability services, according to the service agreements subscribed by the different stake

\(^1\) SaaS-U: Software as a utility service where utility means that the service is so widely available that it becomes a commodity.
holders of the platform, are provided within a pay-per-use fashion or long term subscription to the platform. As presented in the more detailed view to the platform in Figure 3, the platform is composed of the Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX see [3]) as the core of the platform, the TrustCoM² security gateways which provide trust and security in a SOA implementation, a peer-to-peer repository/registry (coming from Digital Business Ecosystems project³) which provides fail-safe storage facilities, and an agent platform component for intelligent service compositions and negotiations.

![Fig. 3. The COIN Service Provisioning Platform](image)

### 2.1 Agents and Semantic SOAs

In COIN the agent subsystem is an important part of the platform supporting EC and EI services. A crucial feature of agents is the use of an explicit—and, in most cases publicly available—representation of entities in a collaboration (services, contracts, protocols) for reasoning and decision-making. WSDL (see [4]) is for example an explicit, publicly available (if stored in a UDDI registry) representation about technical aspects of a service, but it can hardly be used for reasoning or decision-making. Its main purpose is to support the (in most cases manual) integration of a service. The initial Web service technology stack allows exchange of messages between the parties by leveraging SOAP (see [5]). Furthermore, it allows for description of the technical interface for Web service consumption in the form of WSDL. These technologies form the foundation for an implementation of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm that represents the dominant approach in employing service orientation in delivery of business functions. However, these technologies only support Web service usage by manual inspection and integration, i.e. existing SOA solutions are proving

---

² [http://www.eu-trustcom.com](http://www.eu-trustcom.com)
difficult to scale without a proper degree of automation [6]. Tasks such as ser-
vice discovery, selection and ranking, composition, mediation, negotiation, and
execution of Web services require that involved services are completely charac-
terized by their interfaces. However, in traditional Web Service implementa-
tions, the lack of information to express the meaning of data and of the vocabulary
referenced by the interface as well as the lack of the formalization of the behav-
or is as a matter of fact prohibiting or at least hindering the automation of the
envisioned tasks.

The Semantic Web initiative took up this challenge and developed a set of
formalisms for semantic markup of services and other entities. In the vision of Se-
mantic Web services (SWS) [7], creating semantic markup of Web services makes
them machine understandable and use-apparent. Based on that, agent technolo-
gies can be developed that exploit this semantic markup to support automated
Web service composition and interoperability. Semantic markup of Web services
enables the automation of service discovery, execution, composition, and inter-
operation which drives the research and development of appropriate markup
languages and agent technologies. SWS utilize ontologies as the underlying data
model in order to support semantic interoperability between Web services and
its clients and apply semantically enabled automated mechanisms that span the
whole SWS life cycle. More generally, the introduction of semantics as an exten-
sion of SOA and creation of Semantically Enabled Service Oriented Architectures
[8], provides for next generation of service-oriented computing based on machine
processable semantics.

In order to provide support for SWS, two main approaches are envisioned.
The former approach (bottom-up) relies on changing and extending existing
models of Web services with the support for explicit semantics. This approach is
supported by W3C and some researcher groups through the effort of SAWSDL
(see [9]). SAWSDL extends the de-facto standard for service description WSDL
by annotating elements in a service description and providing schema mappings
for the transformation of data. The annotation of elements can be used for service
discovery whereas the mappings can be used for invocation of a service. It is
this latter feature which makes SAWSDL an interesting candidate for service
integration, because, based on the well-established standard WSDL, a service
provider can supply its partners not only with a syntactical description of her
service interface via a WSDL file, but additionally with the information required
for ad-hoc invocation of this service. The latter approach (top-down) utilizes
existing Web service technologies as foundational system, layering the semantics
support on top of it. This approach is taken by several groups in academia where
the most distinguishing representatives are Web Services Modeling Ontology
(WSMO) (see [10, 11]) and OWL-S (see [12]).

The Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX), presented in Figure 4,
is an execution environment, which intends to realize the SWS life cycle. It
is a platform characterized by strong component decoupling, goal-driven Web
service usage and direct support for mediation facilities. WSMX is a reference
implementation of WSMO. WSMO provides ontological specifications for the
core elements of SWS and acts as the comprehensive conceptual model which describes various aspects of SWS consisting of formal descriptions of ontologies, web services, goals and mediators.

The COIN platform, as an extension of WSMX, is embracing WSMO and the corresponding set of languages and specifications for describing ontologies, services, goals and mediators.

Agent technologies are used in the GSP for intelligent service matchmaking and for runtime negotiation of service selection and usage. Additionally agent technologies are used for service composition to build more complex services. In this manner the agents bridge the gap between innovative services and the GSP. In this sense agents can themselves become providers of innovative services. Negotiation services are one class of services that are investigated in this context.

3 Collaborative Processes

According to the main objectives of COIN as described in the last section, the design and execution of collaborative business processes is in the main focus of COIN. Figure 5 presents COIN’s approach to collaborative business process design. The situation in the figure is simplified to the collaboration of two partners but of course COIN aims at the collaboration of any number of partners. In such a setting each partner has its private process from which so-called view processes are derived. On the other hand, a collaborative process is defined where the collaborative process can take advantage of the processes and services specified in the view processes. The approach seems to be centralized, however, this is only a conceptual description. It is actually not prescribed how the collaborative process is developed nor is it prescribed how the resulting collaborative process is eventually executed. However, to assume that the collaborative process is executed by any of the participating parties or by a third party is a straightforward solution once the collaborative process has been defined.

The view processes mediate between the private processes that are already available in the local environment of the individual partners and the collaborative
Fig. 5. COIN’s Approach to Collaborative Process Design and Execution

process. In the design of collaborative processes already existing view processes might be used or new view processes might be derived by the requirements that are specified in the collaborative process. Two major concerns can be identified when it comes to the design and implementation of collaborative processes:

1. The integration of the collaborative workflow with EI services which support the interoperability between the collaborative process and the view processes.
2. The support of complex workflow patterns in the description and in the execution of collaborative workflows.

Both aspects can be understood as offline and runtime activities. In the offline case the user (most probably a system architect or a business process engineer) wants to have support in the design of the collaborative process. A major task is to find already existing services and process definitions. In the online case the decision on which concrete service endpoint should be called is in the focus. Agent technologies can provide innovative solutions for both areas in the online and the offline situation.

Regarding 1. the main advantage of agent technologies is their ability to deal with semantic descriptions and to reason about such descriptions. With this agents introduce more flexibility in binding services to the collaborative workflow (see [13] and [14] for detailed accounts on this topic).

Regarding 2. again two aspects are important:
1. Agent technologies are available that allow graphical modeling of complex interaction and service composition patterns.
2. Agents can be used to wrap complex workflow patterns into services which makes the overall collaborative process description less complex.

Figure 6 shows how a complex workflow pattern (in this case parallel activities where the number of activities is known at design time) can be wrapped in a service that is called from a workflow which is described at a higher level of abstraction.

Complex interactions between the partners in collaborative environments imply a number of problems which have to be solved:
- Changing the protocol and integration of a new partner should be possible in a rapid manner (scalability).
- The execution of the message exchange should be flexible, i.e. in case a partner is unavailable or busy, the protocol should nevertheless proceed.
- The different partners (may) expect different atomic protocol steps (service granularity).
- The partners expect and/or provide differing data structures.

These are typical interoperability problems occurring in cross-organizational scenarios. Agent technologies in COIN bring together different approaches and to combine them into a new framework: a modeling approach for designing collaborative processes, a model-driven development framework for semantic SOAs and an agent-based approach for flexible execution.

The collaborative processes are specified on a technology-independent level (e.g. using BPMN) and transformed to a platform-independent level so that refinements and modifications in the interaction of the partners can be made on the respective levels and code generated automatically. Flexibility is achieved by applying a BDI agent-based approach. BDI agents provide flexible behavior for exception-handling in a natural way (compared to e.g. BPEL4WS where specifying code for faults often leads to complicated, nested code). The problem of different service granularities is envisaged by specifying a collaborative protocol which allows adaptation to different service granularities. Finally, the mediation of the data is tackled with using transformations which are specified at design-time and executed at run-time by transforming the exchanged messages based on the design-time transformations. Two cases can be distinguished:

(i) **Integrating consortial partners**: Partners define the shared process together. The common information/data model may also be defined together. Roughly speaking, two alternatives are possible, analogous to the local-as-view (LAV) vs. global-as-view (GAV) distinction in the fields of data integration (cf. [15]) and Enterprise Information Integration (cf. [16]).

In a LAV approach, the common data structure is defined independently from the local data model of each partner. Each partner then defines a (local) mapping from the common information model to the local model. The mapping in turn can be executed (at run-time) either by the consumer of the service or the partner service itself. The first solution is the one preferred by SWS descriptions, e.g. OWL-S where the service provider describes the grounding to e.g. WSDL. The grounding is used by a service consumer who invokes the service. The second solution means that the service consumer always sends the same message (e.g. a SOAP message) to a partner service and does not care about the local data model. This is reasonable if specifying as well as testing the mapping is tedious and the mapping underlies many changes.

In the GAV approach, each element in the global model is defined in terms of local sources. Adding a new source (i.e. partner) affects the global model. The LAV approach is preferable for cases where the global model is stable and new partners are frequently joining (or leaving) the collaboration space.
(ii) Integrating partners external to the collaboration: For integrating external partners service discovery as well as process and data mediation have to be realized. Service discovery can be based on the service requirements which are specified implicitly or explicitly for a service invocation task. Integrating the discovered services requires data transformations which are either provided by the service descriptions or based on a mapping to the common information model.

In the top-down approach a business process engineer starts of with the definition of a high-level process. When she is more or less satisfied with the high-level definition she starts to work on the grounding of the collaborative process. The tedious task of grounding the collaborative process can be supported by agents. Depending on the intelligence of these agents the support can be automated or interactive. The main task to do is to fill the gap between the description of the collaborative process and the services that are available in the service environment. The most extreme case would be that the business process engineer just pushes a button and everything is done automatically. However, it is rather unlikely that this works in the situation that we have right now. So it is likely that the user will be required to do additional manual integration steps.

On the one hand this might mean that already existing services must be composed to provide more abstract services that can be deployed in the collaborative process or EI services must be integrated with the collaborative process that help to bridge the gap in interoperability among the involved partners.

Basic agent technologies are already available to support these system engineering tasks. The agent framework PIM4Agents developed at DFKI directly supports complex workflow patterns like the parallel execution shown in Figure 1 (for a more complete discussion of supported workflow and service interaction patterns see [17]). One should keep in mind that complex workflow and interaction patterns should be introduced at the lowest level of abstraction possible which keeps higher levels of abstraction simpler and easier to understand.

The second case described above where new partners are integrated on the fly (this means at run time because otherwise it comes down to the case
A task that needs to be additionally solved is the integration of human users. For this, support for the generation of service front ends is needed. Unfortunately, the WSMO framework does not support a generic way to define and deploy service front ends. It is always possible to use agents to provide the service front ends. However, in many cases it will be more desirable to use tools the user is already familiar with as service front ends and let the agents do their work behind the scenes. In any case this setting leaves space for innovative and creative solutions.

4 Related Work

Information on related activities in the European research context was already presented in Section 1. Besides the large amount of literature on business process modeling, enterprise application integration and SOAs, the relation between agents and SOAs has already been investigated. [18] cover several important aspects, [19] propose the application of agents for workflows in general. [20] provide an overview of agent-based modeling approaches for enterprises. [21] describe the TROPOS methodology for a model-driven design of agent-based software systems. However, the problems related to integration of agent platforms and service-oriented architectures are out of scope for their approach. [22] map BPMN models to BDI agents but do not consider an integration of agents and Web services. [23] and [24] present a technical and conceptual integration of an agent platform and Web services. [25] integrate Web services into agent-based workflows, [26] integrate BDI agents and Web services. However, the model-driven approach and the strong consideration of problems related to cross-organizational settings have not been investigated in this context. Furthermore, our focus on a tight and lightweight integration of BDI-style agents fits much better to a model-driven, process-centric setting than the Web service gateway to a JADE agent platform considered by e.g. [23]. A good starting point for details on the semantic web is [27] and [28].

5 Conclusion

The paper presented results from the COIN project which deal with improving solutions for enterprise interoperability and enterprise collaboration. We presented the context of COIN in the European research area and explained the basic approach and system architecture COIN is aiming at. Special emphasis was put on how agents can support enterprise interoperability as well as enterprise collaboration services.

Future work will include research on how the reasoning capabilities of the agents could be used to help a system engineer at design time to solve interoperability problems. An example of such support is the situation where the information models of the collaborating partners differ. When a set of transformation
services is available in the GSP the agents can search for composed services that transform documents represented in the format of one partner into the format that is understood by the partner who receives the document. Composed transformation services are necessary in case a direct transformation service between the two information models is not available.
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Abstract: The current state-of-the-art in developing software applications is to design the systems based on visual design tools and take the resulting design artifact as a base to manually code the software application. The process of transferring the (business) requirements to executable code involves several different parties which makes the whole process again very error prone. In this paper, we present a model-driven approach to overcome the gap between business requirements on the one side and multiagent systems on the other, as we consider the use of agents for implementation beneficial in contrast to more traditional approaches like the WS-BPEL engine.
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1 Introduction

Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) have emerged as a direct consequence of specific business and technology drivers that have materialized over the past decade. From the business side, major trends such as the outsourcing of non-core operations and the importance of business process re-engineering have been key influences driving the surfing of SOA as an important architectural approach to business information technology (IT) today. From the SOA side, adequate mechanisms need to be explored to combine business requirements and the underlying execution engines. Therefore, often the principles of model-driven development (MDD) [3] and metamodeling are applied.
The aim of this paper is to present a model-driven development approach for managing and implementing interoperable business processes through SOAs and multiagent systems (MASs). We aim at filling the gap between business requirements made on a strategic level and the execution models on the implementation level. Though, it is possible to execute business models with traditional means, e.g., communicating workflow engines for E-business protocols like RosettaNet, the use of MASs for implementation seems to offer various advantages.

The model-driven approach to close the gap between business requirements and executable agent systems has been developed in the SHAPE\(^1\) (Semantically-enabled \textbf{H}eterogeneous \textbf{S}ervice \textbf{A}rchitecture and \textbf{P}latforms \textbf{E}ngineering, \url{http://www.shape-project.eu/}) project. SHAPE provides an integrated development environment that brings together MDD with the SOA paradigm and integrates other technologies like MAS, Semantic Web, Grid, and P2P. The technology developed in the project is centered on SoaML [8], a metamodel for describing service-oriented landscapes that is standardized in the Object Management Group (OMG). SoaML is extended with metamodels for the other technology platforms and advanced service engineering techniques.

As a consequence of the development in the area of the service modeling the Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which is one instance of MDD, increases the level of abstraction of this and related concepts to a new state. MDA’s goal is the faster system development through the model transformations from one level into another. These models are classified by the MDA concept into three levels of abstraction, namely the Computation Independent Model (CIM) level, the Platform Independent Model (PIM) level and the Platform Specific Model (PSM) level ([4], [5]).

As the most of the existing MDA-approaches [6] focus on PIM- and PSM-level and the model-to-model transformation between them, the more conceptual CIM-level is often as assumed to be present and is not investigated further. Hence, a real-life software system development project comes to a problem during development in the starting phases where the conceptual modeling on the CIM level and even more unstructured verbal or media information about the application’s domain is in play. As there is an existing standard for modeling services on the PIM level – SoaML – that is connected to the agent modeling on the PSM level, we introduce the link between the CIM level modeling with the aid of CIMFlex, a language for comprehensive representation of the requirements through different views on the considered model, and services modeling on the PIM level with SoaML through conceptual mapping rules for the model-to-model transformation. CIMFlex combines the expressiveness of Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS) notation through providing an aggregated process view, where the information of the other views (data, organization and business rules) is represented with a higher degree of abstraction.

---

\(^1\) SHAPE is a European Research Project under the 7\(^{th}\) Framework Program, detailed information can be found at \url{http://www.shape-project.eu/}
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the model-driven service engineering approach is presented used in our approach. Afterwards, Section 3 illustrates the main concepts of the Service-Oriented Architecture Modeling Language (SoaML), followed by Section 4 detailing the mappings between the business level and SoaML. Section 5 then presents the agent-modeling approach called PIM4Agents and defines the mappings between SoaML and PIM4Agents. Section 6 represents related work, followed by Section 7 naming future extensions. Section 8 then concludes this paper.

2 Model-Driven Service Engineering

A central part of the SHAPE technology is model transformations that define the basis for (semi-)automated transformation among several model types, and in particular enable the MDE-based approach for integrated top-down modelling from the CIM level to the PSM level.

Figure 1: SHAPE Model Transformation Architecture

The model transformation architecture (cf. Figure 1) of SHAPE illustrates the core language used within the project, their relationship to the abstraction levels CIM, PIM and PSM as well as their relationship to other languages defines through model transformations, either model-to-model or model-to-text.

On the highest level, business models encompass business rules, processes, services and other issues such as contracts involving humans and organizations to
achieve business goals. These conform to the metamodel of CIMFlex, which supports the user to create and refine a semi-formal model of a business process, an organisational structure, a data structure or business rules based on the input coming from the domain users. The editor is able to create, change and store these types of models in EPC (Event-Driven Process Chain) or BPMN notation.

The middle layer contains the results of the proposal as transformation engines, extended SOA models, the standardized SoaML and extensions for semantically-enabled heterogeneous architectures (ShaML) that includes concepts for partial modeling of the different platforms (e.g. agents, Web services, etc.). This architecture allows the realization of one of the main goals of SHAPE namely to provide a transformation engine that maps business models to SOA models which are then transferred to the various execution platforms.

The model transformation architecture will in particular support the following model transformations:

**CIM to PIM transformation**

- Model transformation between CIMFlex, specifically BPMN, and SoaML: The challenge in transforming CIMFlex models to SoaML is to generate the appropriate system relevant constructs for SoaML according to the generic business context on CIM level. CIMFlex supports in its initial version the model-to-model transformation by making use of the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [9].

**PIM to PIM transformation**

- Model transformation between SoaML and Web Services: The transformation between SoaML and Web Services is done through a model-to-model transformation. The transformation will produce three kind of models from a single SoaML models. It will produce XML Schemas for information description, WSDL (Web Service Description Language) files for interface description and finally BPEL files for behavioural specification.
- Model transformation between SoaML and PIM4Agents: The transformation between SoaML and PIM4Agents is done through a model-to-model transformation using ATL.

**PIM to PSM transformation**

- Model transformations between PIM4Agents and the metamodel of JACK [12] and JADE [13], which are both agent execution platforms. The model transformations between the PIM4Agents metamodel and the metamodels of JACK/JADE (JackMM/JadeMM) are specified through a model-to-model
transformation using ATL. The final code is produced through a model-to-
text transformation realized with MOFScript.

- Model transformation between SoaML and WSMO (Web Service Modeling
  Ontolog): The model transformation between the metamodel of SoaML and
  WSMO is specified through a model-to-text transformation.

In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the model transformation path from
CIMFlex to SoaML and from SoaML to PIM4Agents.

3 Service-Oriented Architecture Modeling Language

The Service-Oriented Architecture Modeling Language (SoaML) [8] is
standardized in OMG. It describes a UML profile and metamodel for designing
services.

The goals of SoaML are to support the activities of service modelling and design
and to fit into an overall model-driven development approach. The SoaML profile
supports the range of modelling requirements for service-oriented architectures,
including the specification of systems of services, the specification of individual
service interfaces, and the specification of service implementations.

Figure 2: The SoaML profile

http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/mofscript/
The SoaML profile (see Figure 2) extends the UML2 metamodel to support an explicit service modeling in distributed environments. This extension aims to support different service modeling scenarios such as single service description, service-oriented architecture modeling, or service contract definition. The main extension areas are:

- **Participants** to define the service providers and consumers in a system. A Participant may play the role of service provider, consumer or both. When a participant acts as a provider it contains ServicePoints, and when a participant acts as a consumer it contains RequestPoints.
- **Service interfaces** to describe the operation provided and required to complete the functionality of a service. A ServiceInterface can be used as the protocol for a ServicePoint or a RequestPoint.
- **Service contracts** to describe interaction patterns between service entities. A ServicesContract is used to model an agreement between two or more parties. Each service role in a ServiceContract has a ServiceInterface type that usually represents a provider or consumer.
- **Service data** to describe service messages and message attachments. The MessageType is used to specify the information exchanged between services, attached to rather than contained in the message.
- **Services and participant architectures** to define how a set of participants works together for some purpose by providing and using services. A ServicesArchitecture or a ParticipantArchitecture describes how participants work together by providing and using services expressed as ServiceContracts.

4 From CIMFlex to SoaML

In this section we provide some aspects of the high CIM-level service modeling with the aid of the BPMN. This notation is well-known and established since the beginning of the 21st century, moreover it has been standardized and there are more than 50 products, both commercial and open-source, providing the implementation of this standard [11]. The particular considerations with respect to modelling services by the business users are that there is a little awareness of the services by CIM-level users, on the one hand, and even if there would be any knowledge about it, there are no direct constructs describing the services on the CIM-level in the BPMN notation anyway. Of course, the upcoming BPMN 2.0 standard includes the services modeling and the according constructs for it, but it only rules out the second, more technical problem, and not the first one – understanding.

For solving this problem, we propose a semi-automated approach in this section based on a model-to-model transformation from CIM-level BPMN models to PIM-level SoaML-based models. Those models on the higher abstraction level in BPMN would be analyzed through a set of mapping rules and would result in a service model...
representing according constructs and architectures needed for the comprehensive PIM-level model as a basis for the further transformation to the PSM-level. The concrete mappings are as follows:

Task to ServiceInterface – as a task describes an activity that is possibly providing a useful output that could be consumed by the participants of the process, it can be then assigned to Service Interface construct in this mapping, as it gives the abstract interface for the job done and at the same time doesn’t give further specification of the workflow implementing this task.

Table 1 Task to ServiceInterface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>SoaML Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>![Task Symbol]</td>
<td>ServiceInterface</td>
<td>![ServiceInterface Symbol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pool to Participant / ServiceArchitecture – a pool in BPMN stands for a business entity or a participant of a process, on the one hand. It also can be structured with respect to further participants of the process, thus creating a participants’ hierarchy. These two points together put the pool on a role of a candidate for a Participant or Service Architecture, depending on the modeller’s intention.

Table 2 Pool to Participant / Service Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>SoaML Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>![Pool Symbol]</td>
<td>Participant Architecture (Service Architecture)</td>
<td>![Participant Architecture Symbol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lane to Participant – a lane represents a participant or a department in BPMN and is situated in a pool, thus showing the two-tier hierarchy. In order to show the possibility for further subdivision (which is also ongoing in the current BPMN2 proposals), the lane is first mapped to a Participant and next tiers of this hierarchy are constructed using the role constructs described below.

Table 3 Lane to Participant / Service Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPMN Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>SoaML Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Lane to ServiceContract – this transformation also reflects the service contract from the CIM level model into the SoaML and later into PIM for agent interaction specification. There is also a task sequence connected by a sequence flow, but the participants are represented through different lanes in the same pool, thus showing another possibility for a participant architecture modelling. The two tasks that belong to a service contract also share a data object.

5 From SoaML to MAS

In this section, a rough overview on the platform independent metamodel for MASs (PIM4Agents) is given. Afterwards, the model transformations between SoaML and PIM4Agent are discussed.

5.1 Platform-Independent Metamodel for Multiagent Systems

For modelling MAS and in particular the protocol and the common data model, we developed a platform independent modeling language for MAS called domain-specific language for multiagent systems. The abstract syntax of this language is defined by a platform independent metamodel for MAS called PIM4Agents.

The PIM4Agents metamodel [14] that defines the abstract syntax of the modelling language for MASs is a visual platform-independent model that specifies MASs in a technology independent manner. It represents an integrated view on agents in which different components can be deployed on different execution platforms. The PIM4Agents metamodel defines modelling concepts that can be used to model six different aspects or views of an agent system that are listed below:

- **Agent view** describes single autonomous entities, the capabilities they have to solve tasks and the roles they play within the MAS. An Agent has access to a set of Resources from its surrounding Environment. These Resources may include information or ontologies the Agent has access to. Furthermore, the Agent can perform particular DomainRoles that define in which specific context the Agent is acting and Behaviours that define how particular tasks are achieved.

- **Organization view** describes how autonomous entities cooperate within the MAS and how complex organizational structures can be defined. The Organization is a special kind of Agent and can therefore perform
DomainRoles and have Capabilities which can be performed by its members. In addition to the Agent properties, an Organization may have its own internal Protocols specifying (i) how the Organization communicates with other Agents be them atomic Agents or complex Organizations and (ii) how organizational members are coordinated.

- **Role view** covers feasible specializations of the Role concept (i.e. DomainRoles used to partition the organizational space and Actors used to define the message exchange within Protocols) and how they could be related to each other.
- **Interaction view** describes how the interaction between autonomous entities or organizations takes place. Each interaction specification includes the Actors involved and in which order ACLMessages are exchanged between these Actors in a protocol-like manner.
- **Behavioural view** describes how Plans are composed by complex control structures and simple atomic tasks like sending or receiving a Message and how information flows between those constructs. A Plan specifies the agents’ internal processes.
- **Environment view** contains any kind of Resource (i.e. Service, Object) that is dynamically created, shared, or used by the Agents.
- **Deployment view** describes the run-time AgentInstances that are involved in the system and how these are assigned to the organization's roles.

To close the gap between design and implementation, we provide generic model transformations from PIM4Agents on the platform independent level to two underlying execution platforms (i.e. JACK or JADE on the platform specific level).

### 5.2 Model Transformations: From SoaML to PIM4Agents

*ServicesArchitecture to Organization:* The concept of a ServicesArchitecture nicely corresponds to the concept of an Organization PIM4Agents as both refer to roles that interact in accordance to some predefined processes. However, and this is the main differences between both constructs, a ServicesArchitecture does not perform any role to the outside. Hence, the generated Organization is more or less utilizes as a social structure providing the space for interaction. Hence, the Organization does neither own any Plans nor perform any DomainRole to the outside and hence should not be considered as an autonomous entity in the MAS, but rather as a form of grouping the necessary autonomous entities to fulfill the service. Likewise, the resulting Organization does not own any kind of knowledge, capability, or resource.

*ParticipantArchitecture to Organization:* A ParticipantArchitecture illustrates, in contrast to a ServicesArchitecture, a concrete entity in the system described. Thus, the target Organization may perform a DomainRole which is either required inside ServicesArchitectures/ServiceContracts or even in other ParticipantArchitectures. Moreover, the Organization may own certain knowledge which is used by the source ParticipantArchitecture.
ServiceContract to Interaction: The main purpose of a ServiceContract is to define the roles that agreed on the contract and how these interact with each other which is expressed through any kind of UML behavior. Hence, for representing a ServiceContract in PIM4Agents, the right choice is an Interaction, which defines how the exchange of messages between Actors is specified.

ServiceInterface to Collaboration: A ServiceInterface defines a bi-directional service which includes the two roles provider and requester as well as the choreography which specifies the global interaction. In PIM4Agents, the concept of Collaboration is the best match, as it binds AgentInstances to (i) DomainRoles of the Organization and (ii) Actors of the Interaction.

Participant to AgentInstance: In the same manner as ParticipantArchitectures are transformed to Agents, a Participant is mapped to an AgentInstance. The agent type of the AgentInstance is deduced from the ParticipantArchitecture that specifies the Participant.

UML Behavior to Plan: Any kind of UML Behavior is transformed to a Plan in PIM4Agents. This Plan then specifies the internal processes of the Organization.

Interface to Capability: A UML Interface defines a collection of operations and/or attributes that ideally define a set of processes. In order to represent this in an adequate manner in PIM4Agents, the concept of a Capability depicts the perfect match, as both, operations as well as attributes can be included into one of its Plans.

6 Related Work

Only few works exist aiming to bridge the gap between business-oriented approaches and MASs. Taveter [15] presented an agent-based approach for business modeling where Agent-Object Relationship Modeling Language (AORML) [16] is used as underlying agent modeling language. However, normally, agent languages are not the preferred paradigm of business analysts when it comes to designing the particular business requirements. Particular tailored languages are normally used for this purpose. Consequently, Endert et al. [17] presented a transformation between BPMN and JIAC IV (Java-based Intelligent Agent Componentware) [18] to bridge the gap between business process languages on the one hand and agent-based systems on the other hand. However, beside the fact that only a single platform is involved in their model transformation architecture, the even more problematic issue is that in most cases the gap between business languages like BPMN and agent platform cannot be automatically bridged. An intermediate level like defined by SOAs is often considered as more beneficial.
7 Future Work

The future work on connecting the high-level service modeling with the systems based on services comprises the alignment of the current BPMN to SoaML mapping with the upcoming new version of the BPMN. As there should be service constructs directly in the BPMN CIM-level methodology, it would be much easier to put this high-level notation with more technical description of a system on a PIM-level with the aid of SoaML in one line together in order to prepare it for the transformation to the PSM-level eventually resulting in an initial snap of the working system’s code.

Another point of the future work concerning the high-level service modeling will be the study of the acceptance and evaluation of the comprehensiveness grade of the new version of the upcoming BPMN standard. That is, the question arises how much of the information can be put on the CIM-level that is through different transformations “pushed down” towards the system code. The real problem is not that the information can or cannot be modeled at the highest level, but the question of the understandability of the modeling constructs by the business level users.

A third area of future work is the direct combination of BPMN 2.0 with agent-based systems defined by PIM4Agents. The question that have to be answered in this respect in how much information has to be manually added on the PIM4Agents level after applying BPMN to PIM4Agents model transformation to generate executable agent code.

8 Conclusions

This paper represents a model-driven approach to close the existing gap between business requirements specified using existing business modeling languages and agent technologies. To realize this, we defined two model-to-model transformations: The first transformation is specified between CIMFlex and SoaML, the second transformation maps SoaML models to PIM4Agents models. By utilizing the code generators of PIM4Agents, the generated models can be mapped to executable code based on the agent platforms JACK and JADE.

This approach allows the specification of business requirements using BPMN and the mapping to agent code. On each level of the SHAPE model transformation architecture, details with respect to the underlying language and technology can be added that normally requires different roles to be involved, from the business analyst to the agent programmer.
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Abstract. This paper presents a software architecture for inter-organizational multiagent systems. The architecture integrates multiagent technology with Web service technology to overcome the technical interoperability problem of current multiagent systems in the fast growing service-oriented environments. We integrate Semantic Web technology to overcome the semantic interoperability problem in cross-organizational service provisioning. We address the problem of interoperability regarding interfaces, messaging protocol, data exchanged, and security whilst considering a dynamic e-business environment. The proposed architecture enables service virtualization, secure service access across organizational boundaries, service-to-agent communication, and OWL reasoning within agents.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, Service-oriented computing (SOC) has lead to significant transformations of industrial software architectures. SOC is in particular aiming at more flexible and open architectures which improve cross-organizational applications. It has originated a remarkable technology stack for Web services (WS) and respective standards which all contribute to systems interoperability. The same can not be said for multiagent systems. However, it has been argued that both technologies “need each other” [5]. Both are concerned with problem solving by distributed systems, but focus on different approaches and offer divergent capabilities: WS-* standards facilitate the building of secure, robust and reliable virtual organizations (VOs) to solve problems with distributed resources, but lack the capability to react or adapt to undesired conditions, changing requirements and in dynamic environments.

Multiagent technology, in contrast, offers the capability for flexible and adaptive problem solving behavior both on single agent and multiagent level, but lacks reliability, security, and robustness [5]. Thus, combining WS and multiagent
technology could make use of the advantages of both technologies while avoiding their respective drawbacks.

WS specifications foster interoperability on the technical level regarding interfaces (e.g., WSDL) and messaging protocol (e.g., SOAP). However, specifications of the data exchanged (i.e., message contents) is beyond the scope of WS specifications. The Semantic Web (SW) approach, in contrast, focuses on semantic interoperability. Thus, we propose an approach combining multiagent, WS, and SW technologies and contribute a software architecture for inter-organizational multiagent systems. We address the problem of interoperability regarding interfaces, messaging protocol, data exchanged, and security. Our proposed architecture enables service virtualization, secure service access across organizational boundaries, service-to-agent communication and OWL reasoning within agents.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: section 2 defines the architectural requirements. In section 3, we describe our approach for integrating multiagent and Web service technologies. Section 4 describes the integration of multiagent and Semantic Web technologies. We provide a preliminary evaluation of parts of the architecture in section 5. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 summarizes the result and gives an outlook to future work.

2 Requirements Analysis

For the targeted interoperability of agent-based systems, agents must have adapters to WS systems; i.e., agents need capabilities for interactions with systems following the Service-oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm. In addition, the inter-agent communication has to be conceptually based on standardized agent communication mechanisms (e.g., [3]). Communication means of agents have to be integrated with Web service technologies to (i) ensure the preservation of the SOA properties interoperability, reliability, security, and robustness for the integration and to (ii) enable the utilization of existing SOA infrastructures.

Communicating components need to have a common understanding of exchanged messages. This means at least, that exchanged messages can be enriched by annotations which refer to a shared conceptualization. Semantic technologies support the agents having behaviors with reasoning capabilities about the current agents’ environment, the internal status and especially messages received from other agents. Table 1 summarizes these requirements.

Table 1. Requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The inter-organizational communication interfaces and messaging protocol are based on Web service standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Agents have capabilities for calling Web services and for providing Web service interfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The data exchanged between organizations is semantically annotated based on Semantic Web standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The agents’ internal reasoning is linked to semantically annotated data utilized in inter-organizational communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Integrating Multiagent and Web Service Technologies

3.1 Encapsulation of Web Service Resources

We propose an approach for coupling of WS and agent technology in a head body architecture [7]. The head body paradigm implies a conceptual separation of a software agent into two parts – head and body. The agent’s head is used for interactions with other agents. This includes reasoning about interactions such as participating in cooperative processes for problem solving. The body is encapsulating any other (domain) functionality of an agent [7]. The head body paradigm is used in the approach shown in Fig. 1. WS resources that are represented by agents are part of the body. The agent’s core capabilities are implemented in the head; i.e., interactions and especially coordination with other agents in the agent society. The agent communicates with the encapsulated WS via WS sensor and WS effector.

On the conceptual level, agent-to-agent communication is based on FIPA communication standards (e.g., [3]). On the technical level, agent-to-agent communication is based on WS technologies and standards. Therefore, the agents can be used in existing WS infrastructures and systems. The presented approach of coupling WS and agents allows the utilization of multiagent coordination protocols for the coordination of existing WSs in existing infrastructures. A WS which is represented by an agent can transparently be invoked by WS clients. The agent can evaluate the invocation requests and can reason if an invocation of the encapsulated WS is in accordance to its own goals. If the invocation request is opposed to the goals, the agent can intercept the invocation and the encapsulated WS is not invoked. Further, the agents can pro-actively work towards the goals; e.g., maximizing revenue for encapsulated resources by establishing Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

3.2 Secure Inter-organizational Agent Communication

For multiagent systems, FIPA provides specifications in the area of Agent Communication and Agent Message Transport. The Agent Message Transport group defines ACL (Agent Communication Language), envelope representations, and the
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transport protocols that can be used to transfer agent messages between hosts. Currently IIOP and HTTP protocols are supported for agent message transport (WAP support is experimental). The problem concerning multiagent and WS integrations is that the use of IIOP and WAP is declining, while the HTTP based MTP (Message Transport Protocol) is incompatible with SOAP, which is the most commonly used WS messaging protocol.

Furthermore, the communication between multiagent groups, containers or platforms also raises issues when this communication crosses organizational boundaries. Organizations often aim at providing a unified messaging architecture, which can be administered and monitored easily and centrally. The aim of such messaging architectures is to ensure the reliability, flexibility, and security of message transfers. Since we propose a mixed environment of WSs and agents, a natural solution is to transfer messages using SOAP and WS-* standards. Therefore, we utilize SOAP as message transport between multiagent platforms.

Uniform transportation of agent and WS messages simplifies system administration and enables common mechanisms to be introduced in routing and delivery. This is achieved by adding support for a new MTP to agent platforms. The SOAP MTP add-on [12] is a pluggable driver for sending and receiving SOAP messages and translating them to/from internal agent message format. Each agent platform uses the SOAP MTP add-on configured with a virtual endpoint address, which is mapped to the agent platform address in the Gateway component. The virtual endpoint address is also advertised in registries and directories outside the organizational domain, so that external entities will use the virtual address to reach the agent platform.

Agent platforms can be operated in separate organizational domains. Inside each platform the communication between agents is usually not supervised and not restricted. Similarly, agents can access WSs freely inside the domain. However, the communication between agent platforms has to be supervised, according to current policies of the embedding domains. In order to allow for a seamless integration of components, a corresponding flexible and adaptive messaging infrastructure, commonly titled as “Enterprise Message Bus”, has to be provided. The Gateway Toolkit provides such a messaging infrastructure by allowing for a “double-blind” virtualization approach. On customer side, the Gateway Toolkit allows to hide the corresponding service provider (SP) which allows to describe corresponding workflows in a more abstract manner. Additionally, the customer can easily change service providers by adapting the routing information of the Gateway Toolkit infrastructure whilst not affecting the corresponding workflows. The SP can easily hide the underlying service infrastructure by providing virtual, callable service endpoints to potential customers. The major benefit of the service provider hereby is that he is now able to adapt the underlying service infrastructure whilst not affecting the corresponding service customers. The SP is additionally enabled to involve third party SPs for particular sub-tasks without affecting the customer.

Through using “double-blind” virtualization mechanisms, i.e., by deploying the gateway on both consumer and SP side, it is possible to alter resources and providers without affecting the calling applications. This deployment of the gateway allows a transparent and secure interaction channel for the involved agents. In particular, the gateway allows the provision of virtual endpoints via which the corresponding agents
are able to interact with each other in a secure way without the need for the agent to explicitly consider the corresponding security as well as the according WS standards. The interaction is done completely transparent for the agent whilst considering dynamic e-business needs; e.g., the possibility to change service provider during runtime, transparent usage of resources whilst considering accounting and secure and reliable communication. Other approaches like the AgentWeb Gateway [16] or the WSIG [6] approach also provide basic support to enable agents to communicate via WS technologies. However, these approaches lack in facing these essential e-business requirements thus enforcing the agent developer to adapt the setup of the corresponding framework every time an evolution step has been processed (cf. §6). To this end the interaction via virtual endpoints allows the adoption of the communication infrastructure during runtime; e.g., in the case an agent has to be replaced by another without affecting the remaining involved agents at any time, which is an essential need for dynamic e-business environments.

Messages between administrative domains are sent and received by the Gateway of each domain (Fig. 2). In our example the Jade agent platform [8] is used. The Gateway mediates the communication between the front end WSs of the two domains. Each front end authenticates itself to their respective Gateway. The Gateway allows the invocation of virtual service endpoints by resolving these virtual to concrete endpoints via the service instance registry (SIR). The SIR also provides additional metadata such as the gateway endpoint that the message has to travel through, as well as the endpoint of the security token service (STS) where tokens affiliated with this service can be requested. Virtual addresses used in SOAP messages can be translated dynamically to appropriate real services.
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The STS issues claim-based tokens to authenticated users, respectively agents, and is also involved in the process of establishing federation with the STS in the SP domain. The consumer-side role of the STS issues tokens that are necessary to pass the security check on the service side. The tokens are generated based on the information that is extracted from the service call message. The service-side role of the security token service acts not as token issuer but as verification instance for security tokens that are attached to the incoming message. It hence has the role of a policy decision point (PDP). In the example, the consumer requests a service from his own SIR by providing an URN (uniform resource name) and the SIR returns the virtual address along with the endpoints of the gateway and the STS. The provider side SIR will convert the server side virtual endpoint to an actual endpoint where the client request can be satisfied.
The following steps are executed when sending a message to a remote agent platform: (1) The consumer agent addresses the message using the virtual endpoint address of the remote agent on the SP side. (2) The Messaging Service detects that this address belongs to the SOAP MTP, and forwards the message to the SOAP MTP add-on for delivery. (3) The SOAP MTP client prepares the SOAP message, and delivers it to the virtual address of the remote agent, but the outgoing message is actually caught by the local Gateway. (4) The local Gateway identifies the recipient SP using the SIR, and arranges for a security token with the STS of both sides. (5) The message is sent to the Gateway at SP side. (6) The SP Gateway checks the access rights for the service, decrypts the message, then finds the real endpoint service using the SIR, and calls the endpoint of the Jade platform. (7) The SOAP MTP of the SP’s Jade platform reconstructs the original agent message and passes it to the internal Messaging Service, which finally delivers it to the recipient agent.

4 Integrating Multiagent and Semantic Web Technologies

The belief-desire-intention (BDI) approach [1] is the most common architecture for deliberative agents, agents who deliberate over symbolic knowledge to reach given goals [18]. That is, the BDI architecture facilitates goal-driven system behavior. The model consists of the following concepts: beliefs capture informational attitudes realized as a data structure containing current facts about the world. Desires capture the motivational attitudes realized as goals that represent the concrete motivation; i.e., desires capture a set of goals to be realized. Intentions capture the deliberative attitudes realized by reasoning to select appropriate actions to achieve given goals or to react to particular situations.

A BDI agent is equipped with sensors to assist it on its environmental awareness, and effectors to impact the environment by actions. A reasoning mechanism between the sensors’ input and the effectors’ output deduces the necessary actions for achieving the agent’s goals. The agent acquires new beliefs in response to changes in the environment and through the actions that it performs as it carries out its intentions [1]. Thus, the BDI agents allow reasoning regarding decisions to determine which, possibly conflicting, business goals can be achieved and how the agent is going to achieve these goals. For example, for an agent representing a resource of our case, beliefs correspond to the state, capabilities, and SLAs of the resource; desires represent the business goals of the resource provider, while intentions result from a collection of possible decision mechanisms to select and execute requests to use the resource.

In addition, the BDI concept has been integrated with semantics: the agent’s beliefs, stored in the agent’s beliefbase, are completely based on semantic data. Further, semantic reasoning is applied to derive new knowledge – especially required actions to reach goals – based on the semantic beliefs. Conceptual definitions of SLA parameters, metrics, and economic values as well as resource characteristics are given in an OWL DL ontology [17]. New data arriving to the agents are inserted into the knowledge base, which is automatically enriched using DL reasoning. Agents can then retrieve the results of reasoning via the beliefs. This provides essential support
towards the targeted technical interoperability over organizational boundaries, representing real-world business relationships.

Fig. 3 shows the interactions of the Semantic BDI Agent’s internal components for semantic BDI reasoning: based on an internal (step 1) or external (step 2) event, the agent first stores new facts into its beliefbase (step 3). The agent utilizes semantic reasoning to assess the event, deriving new knowledge (step 5-10) and especially appropriate intentions to achieve the agent’s goals (step 11). These intentions lead to actions (step 12) which potentially include interactions with external components via the agent’s effector (step 13).

The semantic core, an embedded OWL engine is connected to the BDI agent via the beliefbase. The implemented BDI agent plans add or modify facts in the semantic database, which activate any OWL DL reasoning, SWRL or other rules inside the semantic core. The BDI agent core (Jadex [10] in this case) polls dedicated beliefs, which are actually stored in the semantic database. Thus, when reasoning changes the semantic representation of the agent beliefs inside the semantic core, it can trigger a goal via the BDI beliefs. Finally, when goals activate selected plans, the semantic core is updated and the loop starts again. We experimented with prototype implementations for the embedded lightweight semantic core using the Jena SW toolkit, Jena built-in rules and Pellet OWL reasoner (applicable as SWRL rule engine as well). Both solutions provided a small and effective extension to our BDI agents.
In order to exchange semantic data, the components can apply two methods. RDF can be exchanged as plain text (the N3 notation is more convenient during development). Further, semantic annotations can be used with existing XML message formats. An example for the latter is the Semantically Annotated SLA (SA-SLA) format, used for the negotiation of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between agents [14]. SA-SLA takes an existing XML representation of SLA and connects XML elements to corresponding ontology concepts. Therefore, the common interpretation of loosely defined XML elements is ensured. In contrast to existing approaches (e.g., [11]), our approach allows utilization of OWL not only as a content language for agent messages but also for data exchange with other software components (e.g., WSs). In addition, it enables to determine appropriate actions to reach the agents’ goals based on semantic reasoning.

5 Evaluation

This section provides an initial evaluation of the inter-organizational agent communication. The goal of this evaluation is to provide evidence that the proposed approach does not result in inappropriate temporal overhead. The experiments evaluate the proposed SOAP MTP and Gateway infrastructure in comparison to the established agent message transport via RMI and HTTP regarding performance in terms of communication time. In the following experiments we compare the agent message transport (1) locally via RMI, agent-to-agent communication on one platform, (2) distributed via HTTP, agent-to-agent communication on different platforms/machines via HTTP, (3) distributed via SOAP MTP, agent-to-agent communication on different platforms/machines via SOAP MTP, and (4) distributed using Gateway infrastructure, agent-to-agent communication on different platforms/machines via SOAP MTP using the Gateway infrastructure.

The setup of experiment1 contains two agents which interact accordant with the FIPA Request Interaction Protocol [4]. Agent1 constitutes the initiator; it sends a request to Agent2, the participant. Agent2 replies to the request with an inform message to Agent1. The experiment repeats this process 1,000 times for each type of agent message transport. The duration of the protocol execution is measured for every iteration. Fig. 4 shows the results of experiment1 in one chart for each type of agent message transport. Table 2 shows the average values of the protocol execution duration for every type of agent message transport.

![Fig. 4. Experiment 1](image-url)
### Table 2. Average duration of the protocol execution in experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Transport</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>SOAP</th>
<th>MTP</th>
<th>Gateway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average duration [ms]</td>
<td>3,019</td>
<td>3,023</td>
<td>3,053</td>
<td>3,641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In experiment 2, the setup of experiment 1 is extended to 20 agents. Ten agents act as initiators and ten as participants. Each of the ten initiators sends 100 requests to each of the ten participants. The duration of the protocol execution is measured for the 10,000 interaction iterations. Fig. 5 shows the protocol execution duration during experiment 2 in one chart for every initiator agent (Agent1 – Agent10) and one chart for the average values over all initiator agents. Table 3 shows the average values of the protocol execution duration of every initiator agent for every type of agent message transport and the average values over all initiator agents.

The results of experiment 1 show that the local RMI transport, the distributed HTTP, and SOAP MTP transport differ in a small range of about 35ms. The gateway approach differs from the other approaches with about 600ms (20%).

In the experiment with 20 agents, the average execution duration of the local RMI, distributed HTTP, and SOAP MTP transport approach raises to approximately 4,400ms. However, the average value of the gateway transport approach differs from the other approaches in experiment 2 with only about 500ms (11%). An analysis of the charts of the single agents shows that the divergences from the average values are more explicit in this experiment. These divergences are caused by the mechanisms of the BDI framework and relativize the duration differences regarding the type of agent message transport which is also visible in the chart with the consolidated average values over all initiator agents.

### Table 3. Average duration of the protocol execution in experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Local [ms]</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>SOAP</th>
<th>MTP</th>
<th>Gateway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent1</td>
<td>4,376</td>
<td>4,458</td>
<td>4,433</td>
<td>4,806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent2</td>
<td>4,365</td>
<td>4,511</td>
<td>4,409</td>
<td>4,842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent3</td>
<td>4,304</td>
<td>4,476</td>
<td>4,412</td>
<td>4,828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent4</td>
<td>4,373</td>
<td>4,435</td>
<td>4,447</td>
<td>4,825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent5</td>
<td>4,368</td>
<td>4,478</td>
<td>4,376</td>
<td>4,914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent6</td>
<td>4,366</td>
<td>4,488</td>
<td>4,420</td>
<td>4,956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent7</td>
<td>4,325</td>
<td>4,472</td>
<td>4,434</td>
<td>4,922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent8</td>
<td>4,368</td>
<td>4,477</td>
<td>4,414</td>
<td>4,946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent9</td>
<td>4,375</td>
<td>4,511</td>
<td>4,420</td>
<td>4,951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent10</td>
<td>4,338</td>
<td>4,472</td>
<td>4,409</td>
<td>4,916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average values Agent1 – Agent10 [ms]</td>
<td>4,356</td>
<td>4,478</td>
<td>4,417</td>
<td>4,891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Related Work

The coupling of agents and WS resources in a similar approach is investigated in [15], though the authors remain on a very high level of abstraction and do not consider agent-to-agent communication based on WS-technology. The Web Service Integration Gateway (WSIG) [6][9] is an official Jade plug-in, which provides bidirectional invocation facility, by which Jade agents can call WSs and WS clients can call Jade agent services. The connection of agents and WSs is implemented using elaborate on-the-fly translation between agent messages and SOAP messages. However, WSIG cannot connect agent platforms via SOAP and does not allow transparent wrapping of agent message content into SOAP, thus it fails to support the above mentioned e-business scenarios (dynamically changing business partners, secure communication, etc.). The AgentWeb Gateway [16] is a middleware between agent platforms and WS platforms, which provides protocol transformations similar to WSIG. This approach also lacks the flexibility we missed for WSIG, and furthermore the code seems to be unavailable. We evaluated several other approaches for this aspect of our architecture and found that most of them are not available for re-use. Details of our evaluation can be found in [12].
Moreira et al. presented the AgentSpeak-DL dialect, which extends AgentSpeak towards Description Logic (DL) [13]. However, AgentSpeak-DL is a specific language, and its connection or interoperability with existing OWL ontologies is not straightforward. Therefore, it is not an ideal support for the use of shared OWL in a distributed scenario. AgentOWL is a Jade plug-in, enabling agents to exchange SPARQL and OWL in ACL messages [11]. It also contains an embedded inference engine and connection possibility with remote knowledge bases. It was still not feasible to use it in our scenario as AgentOWL was not integrated with the Jadex BDI implementation, and furthermore its interoperability with external ontologies was unsuitable for our purposes. Nuin [2] is an agent framework designed for practical development of agents in SW applications based on BDI principles. The agents running in Nuin may have access to different knowledge sources, including RDF and OWL ones. Despite that Nuin does not support RDF knowledge sources fully, our approach establishes a direct connection between the agent belief base and the underlying OWL knowledge base, which supports both accessing and modifying OWL facts.

7 Conclusion

The contribution of this research is a software architecture for inter-organizational multiagent systems. A key advantage of the presented architecture is a simple, yet powerful communication using a single message bus for both agents and WSs, gateways for the protection of organizational boundaries, and exchange of semantic content based on shared ontologies. An example for the successful application of all these benefits is SLA negotiation, where the SLA requests and offers can be exchanged using common semantics among several service providers. Furthermore, SLAs can be interpreted and reasoned about inside agents, enabling the use of agent cooperation mechanisms for SLA negotiation.

Using the proposed architecture based on WS technology, agent messages can be transferred in a secured way, agent messages can be routed through gateways, and agent addressing can be virtualized; i.e., the agent platform can be dynamically relocated to a different address. The accessibility of agent platforms can be enhanced, as SOAP-based transport is more tolerant with firewalls and other security restrictions. Heterogeneous WS and agent environments may use a homogeneous message transport layer which reduces the complexity of system administration. It also enables secure inter-organizational transfer of agent messages between agent platforms, thus facilitating the advantages of both, multiagent and WS, technologies in a single environment. The preliminary evaluation has shown that the relative temporal overhead of the gateway communication decreases with the number of communicating agents.

The utilization of explicit semantics further facilitates the semantic interoperability by incorporating domain knowledge in all phases of the service life cycle. Future research has to investigate how updates of the shared ontologies can be synchronized among the participants, including authorization aspects. Simulations of advanced scenarios have to further underpin the applicability and utility of the architecture.
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1 Introduction

Ontologies are often used to annotate information (metadata) that is passed between domains during negotiation. In that sense, Ontology matching is critical for the receiving domain to gather the correct meaning of the data, and hence critical for interoperability. Many Ontology matching algorithms have been proposed in the literature but in general they all assume that there is a considerable amount of knowledge about both ontologies (sender and recipient).

The manner in which an ontology is organized can give valuable insights on the organization’s knowledge representation and the importance, complexity or amount of data expressed in this knowledge base. This information in itself is very valuable and the assumption that negotiations can happen across domain boundaries with full disclosure of the domain’s ontologies are naïve at best.

In this paper, we present an approach that does not require such assumption, allowing the parts to keep a considerable amount of secrecy on their Ontology while still providing the required matching functionality. In fact, we want, as much as possible, to keep the upkeep of the sending and receiving ontologies separated. This creates an extra layer of complexity for Ontology matching problem, since the metadata associated with the information must be converted to the receiving ontology at the domain boundary.
The ontology matching process across domain boundaries has some extra requirements form the traditional academic problem that makes it unique. Some of these key issues are:

- **Multilingual/multicultural** → One important issue in the cross-domain arena is that the Ontologies to be matched maybe in different languages (multi-national negotiations), hence syntax proximity is not relevant.

- **Independent management/runtime matching** → Another important issue to be observed is the ability to handle the matches quickly at runtime, without an extensive preparatory effort, thus allowing the Ontologies to be managed independently.

- **Limited information exchange** → In the case of cross-domain, the participants of the Ontology matching may not want to disclose their full ontology, but only the necessary information for a correct matching to be performed. One must remember that the need for the ontology matching if often not a translation, but only the adjustment of the metadata and the coherence and continuity of its properties.

Although the existing literature does not directly apply to this practical extended problem, we were able to find relevant work that we believe can be adapted/enhanced to work in our domain.

### 1.1 Related work

Ontology matching is the process of finding semantic correspondence between similar entities of different ontologies. A lot of work has addressed the problem of ontology matching. Here we describe five major matching methods that have been reported in the literature, including graph-based matching, linguistic matching, hybrid matching, learning based matching and probabilistic matching.

1. **Graph-based matching** uses graphs to represent ontologies and computes structural similarities of graphs. Examples of graph-based matching include GMO [1], Anchor-Prompt [2], and Similarity Flooding [3]. GMO is an iterative structural matcher, which uses RDF bipartite graphs to represent ontologies and computes structural similarities between entities by recursively propagating their similarities in the bipartite graphs. This is an approach that we possibly can exploit and hence take a closer look at it in section “Adjacency Matrix-Based Matching Algorithm” below. Anchor-Prompt is an ontology merging and mapping tool, which treats ontologies as directed labeled graphs. The basic idea is that if two pairs of entities are similar and there are paths connecting them, then the entities in these paths are often similar as well. Similarity Flooding is a graph matcher which uses fixpoint computation to determine corresponding nodes in the graphs. The basic idea is that the similarity between two nodes depends on the similarity between their adjacent nodes, or similarities of nodes can propagate to their respective neighbors.

2. **Linguistic matching** lies in the construction of virtual documents. The virtual document of an entity in an ontology contains the local descriptions as well as neighboring information that contains the meaning of the entity. Then calculating the similarities of entities translates to the problem of calculating document similarities
using traditional vector space techniques. V-Doc [4] is an example of linguistic matcher. It exploits the RDF graph to extract the description information from three sorts of neighboring entities, including subject neighbors, predicate neighbors and object neighbors.

3. Hybrid matching uses linguistic information (e.g., name, label, and description) and structural information (e.g., key properties, taxonomic structure) to find correspondences between entities. For example, PROMPT [5] is a hybrid matching tool for user oriented ontology merging. To make the initial suggestions, it uses a measure of linguistic similarity among concept names and mixes it with the structure of the ontology and user’s actions. For each operation, it finds conflicts that the operation may introduce and presents new suggestions to the user.

4. Learning based matching is efficient when instances are available in ontologies. GLUE [6] is an example of learning based matching system. It first applies statistical analysis to the available data and uses multiple learners to exploit information in concept instances and taxonomic structure of ontologies. It then uses a probabilistic model to combine results of different learners. Finally it adopts relaxation labeling approach to search for the mapping that best satisfies the domain constraints and the common knowledge.

5. Probabilistic matching is also used on instance level in ontology matching. For example, OMEN [7] is a tool which describes mappings using probabilities and infers new mappings by means of Bayesian Network inference.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the overall approach for the extended cross-domain Ontology matching problem, and in section 3 present an example on the matching methodology proposed. Section 4 gives more details on how to successfully implement such methodology. Finally, section 5 discusses our conclusions and the future work in this area.

2. Overview of Approach

In a collaborative environment, every participant has their own priorities and perspectives of their reality—they each have their own domain model. The domain model highlights what is considered important and formally structures the domain. Such a domain model is the base of the ontology used to describe the concepts on the domain. It is clear, however, that the ontology of one collaborative participant does not always match the ontology of another participant. In fact, it is highly unlikely that this is the case, while at the same time it is likely that the ontologies overlap to some degree. After all, the participants have a desire to communicate so it’s likely they have some overlapping terms in their ontologies. We will later refer to these overlapping terms as anchors.

In a cross domain environment that intends to share information between domains, security plays an important role. Hence, not only do domains have an ontology that describes their world, but they also limitations on how much of this ontology can be shared. These policies refer to the ontology since the policies are specified over the ontology terms (the resources in the domain). We will not focus on the policies here,
but it is important to understand that there are properties associated with the ontology terms and policies that limit the amount of information that can be shared.

So, each domain has a domain ontology and security restrictions specified by policies. This means that any data in the domain is classified according to the ontology, and hence has access restrictions in place.

The premise of interoperability is that information (data) can flow between domains and have their key properties recognized, while still being able to ensure the policy restrictions. In short, the premise of interoperability that data requires metadata to be understood, and the realization that there are limitations on how to translate the metadata context greatly increases the overall complexity of the principle. An illustration of the setup is given in Figure 1.

Since the ontologies differ, the security insurances (policies) also do not fit exactly. None the less, the data sent across domain boundaries eventually need to be stored according to the ontology of the receiving domain, and secured by its policies. Hence, to overcome these problems, some issues must be addressed:

• Ontologies cannot be assumed to be fully shared or disclosed between domains, since each domain wants to protect the details of its domain understanding
• Even if we can identify an appropriate concept in the receiving domain ontology that can be used to classify a data item, we cannot assume that the sending domain fully accepts the policy restrictions that are placed on this resource concept.

Even if domains do not want to fully disclose their ontologies, they can agree on certain concepts that they share and can disclose. These concepts would manually be determined by human representatives of the domains. In order to be consistent with nomenclature used in previous literature [8], we call these concepts anchors.

By having a guaranteed partial ontology overlap, it is possible to match a concept in the sending domain ontology with a concept in the receiving domain ontology to a sufficient degree of accuracy. Even if the match is not exact, the sending domain might agree with the security assurances and overall properties provided by the receiving domain and may send the data confident. An initial overview of the process is shown in Figure 2.
In more detail, the steps are the following:

1. **Describe matching metrics.** The first step is for the sending domain to get assurances that the data that eventually can be sent with a sufficient matching concept in the receiving domain. Hence, before any data is actually sent, the domains need to negotiate. The data to be sent from the sending domain has some metadata associated with it. In particular, it is declared to be an instance of a particular concept C in the domain ontology. The sending domain, averse to disclosing too much of its ontology, effectively decides on an appropriate subset of the ontology to send over to the receiving domain. This subset is however made anonymous. By this is meant that all entity names, except the anchors (which are already shared), are removed (or changed to meaningless names).

   The aim of the sending domain is to provide enough information to the receiving domain such that a similar concept can be found in its ontology by which the received information can eventually be categorized and secured by policies. It should be noted that more than a simple topology of the selected ontology subset is communicated. Rather, what is sent is a set of metrics that can be used for matching against the receiving domain ontology. These metrics are descriptions of how the concept C relates to the anchors. This is important since this is the only way for the receiving domain to be able to find a matching concept (since they share anchors).

   An example of a metrics for concept C could be:
   
   (IS-A, 1, “Anchor Concept 1”).
   
   This metric says that the concept C is a subclass of the anchor “Anchor Concept 1”.
   
   The metrics:
   
   (IS-A, 2, “Anchor Concept 1”)
   
   for concept C means that C is related to “Anchor Concept 1” by two IS-A (or subclass-of) relationships. That is, there is some concept X that is a subclass of “Anchor Concept 1” and C is a subclass of X. Another metrics that partially describe the sending domain ontology can also be given as we will see in examples below.

2. **Match ontologies.** Once a set of metrics <M1, ..., Mn> has arrived at the receiving domain, it tries to determine which concept in its ontology, if any, might be a good match for the data that will arrive. This is done by applying graph search algorithms based on the received metrics. Each entity in the domain ontology is given

![Figure 2. Overview of the ontology matching process.](image-url)
a score (value between 0 and 1) for each metric. The set of scores for each entity is then combined and normalized into a final value that represents the confidence of it being a good match (again, between 0 and 1). The best k matches are selected and each associated with a key. The reason for using keys is to avoid having to disclose anything of the domain ontology to the sending domain. Then k triples:

\(<\text{key}, \text{relevant properties}, \text{matching score}>\)

are sent to the sending domain. This gives the sending domain a chance to pick a desired match.

3. **Metadata and selection.** The sending domain can now make its decision based on the received response triples: the property set for a particular match and its likeliness of being a good match. The most likely scenario is for the sending domain to prioritize on a given property, but this must not be the case. In some cases a good match might be preferred despite detail degradation, while in other cases a lesser ontology match might be preferred when a given property has a higher priority. Nonetheless, the choice lies with the sending domain that is responsible for the data leaving its domain. Without acceptable guarantees given by the receiving domain, the response can also be “reject”, in which case the data is not sent at all. This means that the sending domain does not want to send the data to that particular receiving domain. If the choice instead is “accept”, one of the keys is picked and the data is sent together with the key. The key is here a representative of the metadata in the sense of “data and metadata are inseparable.”

4. **Data storage.** Once the response from the sending domain is received, the receiving domain can classify the newly received data by using the correspondent concept represented by the key.

3. **Example**

In the following we provide an example that demonstrates the intuition behind the steps described above.

Describe matching metrics. The domain ontology for the sending domain is shown in Figure 3. It describes concepts such as “Weather Reading”, “Wind Reading” and “Location”. Notice that we do not only have IS-A relationships, we also have disjoints (e.g. “Wind Reading” and “Hourly Temperature Reading” are disjoint), properties (e.g. location), domain and range restrictions (the domain and range of property “location” is “Weather Reading” and “Location”, respectively), and property restrictions (e.g. “= 1 location”, which means that an instance of “Weather Reading” is related to exactly one instance of “Location” via the property “location”). Hence, we make use of several different kinds of ontology constructs to model our domain.
Concepts with a double border are anchors (pre-agreed and shared concepts). In this example the concept “Wind Reading” represents the metadata that is to be sent along with the. Since we know that the receiving domain ontology has the concepts “Weather Reading” and “Location” (they are the anchors), our goal is to describe enough about the concept “Wind Reading” in relation to the anchors such that the receiving domain can do a reasonable match onto its concepts and ontology structure. This description, which we call our metrics, could for example be the ones given in Table 1.

**Table 1. Metrics describing a partial ontology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(IS-A, 1, “Weather Reading”)</td>
<td>The metadata concept is one step removed from anchor “Weather Reading” via a IS-A relationship. That is, the metadata concept is a subclass of “Weather Reading”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(disjoint, sibling)</td>
<td>The metadata concept has a disjoint sibling via the IS-A relationship. Notice that thanks to the first metric (above), we already know that this is in relation to the “Weather Reading” anchor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(domain, 1, = 1 restriction, range: “Location”)</td>
<td>The metadata concept is the domain of an “exactly one value” restricted property that has as range the anchor concept “Location”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(domain, 1, = 1 restriction, range: unknown)</td>
<td>The metadata concept is the domain of an “exactly one value” restricted property that has an unknown range concept. Again, we know that this description is in relation to the “Weather Reading” anchor, and we know that the range is not an anchor, because otherwise it could be given.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that all the descriptions of the metadata concept given in Table 1
are in relation to an anchor. This is important since the anchors are the only agreed upon concepts between different domain ontologies. Intuitively, the descriptions in Table 1 correspond to the partial ontology structure highlighted in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Partial ontology structure/graph.](image)

It should be noted that it is not always desirable to only match the topological structure of ontology graphs. It can also be highly desirable to give larger weight, or preference, to certain kinds of relationships. For example, one could say that a matching IS-A relationship is more important than whether or not a concept is the domain for some specific property. Hence, the relationships between the “nodes” (entities) in the ontology structure can play an important role.

Match ontologies. At the receiving domain, we now assume that the metrics, the partial ontology description, from Table 1 has arrived. The task is now to determine which concept in the local ontology is a likely match for the metadata (concept) that will be sent from the sending domain. The local ontology is illustrated in Figure 5. The ontology describes similar, but different, terms compared to the ontology in Figure 3. That the ontology partly overlap should be clear since they already have agreed on some shared concepts (the anchors).
The matching is done by searching the local ontology graph structure and assigning scores to nodes for each of the metrics. An example of scores given to only some of the concepts in the ontology is shown in Figure 6.

The orders of the scores correspond to the descriptions in Table 1. For example, the first metric in Table 1 states that the metadata concept is a direct subclass of the anchor “Weather Reading”. Both the concepts “Coastal” and “Inland” match this description and get a high score. The concepts “Coastal Wind” and “Daily Temperature Reading” are not exact matches, but close, and receive a lower score. These calculations are done for each of the metrics that are sent from the sending domain. When we add the scores together we get something like what is shown in Table 2. These scores can then be normalized, but this is left out here.
Table 2. Scores for metadata concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Metadata Concept</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>key1</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.30 = 0.1265625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key2</td>
<td>Inland</td>
<td>0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.30 = 0.1265625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key3</td>
<td>Coastal Wind</td>
<td>0.75 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.55 = 0.2320312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key4</td>
<td>Daily Temperature Reading</td>
<td>0.55 * 0.75 * 0.75 * 0.55 = 0.1701562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A cut-off value can be selected to limit the number of choices sent back to the sending domain. For example, 0.16 might be chosen for the above example. Hence, the domain would send back the following choices:

- `<key3, “property1”, 0.23>`
- `<key4, “property2”, 0.17>`

Here we have assumed that there is some understanding of what the properties description mean, which could be more elaborate and must be pre-agreed between the domains along with the anchor concepts.

**Metadata and selection.** The sending domain looks at the options, decides that the “property1” is equivalent on its original concept for the data to be sent, and decides to go with what is considered the best match. Hence, the sending domain sends the data together with “key3.”

**Data storage.** The response is handled in the receiving domain by properly categorizing the data and hence protecting the data according to the policy. In this example, the received data would be tagged with the metadata “Coastal Wind”.

**Overview Summary**

The example above has been used to demonstrate how ontology matching can be used to facilitate cross domain security communication. The approach is based on the knowledge that each domain has a domain ontology that acts as its data model. Policies are specified with respect to this data/domain model, which are used to guarantee the security of the underlying data.

For domains to share data (secure cross domain information sharing) they first need to negotiate the terms for sharing the data. This is done by matching their ontologies, but without the requirement to fully disclose their ontologies. To be able to do this, the domains have already agreed to certain common concepts. These fully disclosed and shared concepts are referred to as “anchors.”

The domain which is to receive the data, tries to find a good match in its ontology and sends some alternatives back to the sending domain, including information about the properties associated with those ontology matches. The sending domain then has the opportunity to decide what to do, and under which terms to send the data. Once the data is sent, the proper matching can be enforced in the receiving domain, as agreed to by the sending domain.

The crucial point here is to investigate good metrics for describing useful ontology structure with respect to agreed upon ontology anchors. Further to device a successful matching technique that properly can be evaluated and demonstrated to give good results. We outline our initial approach to this matching process below, but more work and evaluation is needed.
4. Secure Ontology Matching Algorithm

In this section, we describe our approach to perform graph-based matching of ontologies. Unlike traditional ontology matching which matches the entities between different ontologies, our problem is to find the best match (i.e., an entity) in the receiving ontology for a given metadata in the sending ontology. Also, only graph-based matching (or structural matching) is allowed in our problem, because the descriptions of the entities in the ontology are not to be shared.

**Architecture Overview**

Figure 7 shows the architecture for ontology matching. On each side, there is a domain ontology (or ontology block). Also, there are anchors that are predefined by humans. Anchors are alignments with high similarities. They are necessary for finding matches of the metadata. The red arrows show the information flow. When the sending side receives a metadata, it will construct matrices or a set of descriptions describing the relationships between the metadata and anchors. The matrices are then sent to the receiving side, which is responsible for finding a list of candidates. Since the contents of the candidates are not allowed to be shared, the receiving side will only send a list of candidate keys with their properties to the sending side. Then the sending side will pick a candidate and send back its choice. Finally the receiving side will attach the selected entity (i.e., metadata) to the data and forward it.

The major processing steps on the sending side include:

1. If the ontology is a large ontology with more than 1000 entities, partition it
into blocks of RDF triples. The divide-and-conquer method described in [8] will be used for partitioning here.

2. Given a metadata M, retrieve the ontology block and construct a graph G for the block.

3. Apply a depth-first search algorithm to construct the matrices or a set of descriptions describing the position of the metadata with respect to the anchors in the block. (Note: refer to the algorithm design part for the details of the depth-first search algorithm)

4. Send the metrics to the receiving side.

The major processing steps on the receiving side include:

1. If the ontology is a large ontology with more than 1000 entities, partition it into blocks in the same way as on the sending side.

2. For each metric obtained from the sending side, extract the information about anchor. Retrieve the ontology blocks that contain the anchor, and construct graphs for the blocks.

3. For each metric, apply a width-first search algorithm to compute the scores of candidate entities that could potentially match the metadata. Note that this search is done in every retrieved ontology block. (Note: refer to the algorithm design part for the details of the width-first search algorithm)

4. Compute the weighted sums of scores for the candidate entities. Rank the candidates and attach information about key and security level.

5. Send the ranked list of candidate entities to the sending side.

Search-based Matching Algorithm

In this section, we describe the algorithm design for the matching process. On the sending side, we will design a depth-first search algorithm to construct the metrics. On the receiving side, we will design a width-first search algorithm to generate a list of candidate entities.

Listing 1 below shows the pseudo code for constructing the matrices on the sending side. This depth-first search algorithm takes the ontology graph G and the metadata M (a vertex of G) as input. It assumes that there is a list of anchors in the ontology (Line 3). It initializes a tree T to the starting vertex, and a list L which stores the edges that are visited (Line 4, 5). In the search function Search(vertex v), the algorithm first marks the vertex as visited and checks if the vertex is an anchor or not. If the vertex is an anchor, the search stops (Line 21, 22, 23). If a vertex v has several unmarked neighbors, the edges between the vertex and the neighbors will be appended to the list L (Line 24, 25). Note that it would be equally correct to visit the neighbors in any order. The easiest method to implement would be to visit the neighbors in the order they are stored in the adjacency list for v. As a depth first search algorithm, it removes edges from end of list L so that the list acts as a stack rather than a queue (Line 10). Also, each vertex is clearly marked at most once, each edge is added to the list L at most once, and therefore removed from the list at most once. The spanning tree T constructed by the algorithm is a depth first search tree, where the leaf nodes contain the anchors. In T, a path from the root (i.e., metadata M) to a leaf node (i.e., an anchor) describes the position of the metadata with respect to the anchor. The easiest method to describe the position would be to count the steps from the metadata to the anchor.
1. DFS \((G, M)\) /* \(G\) is the ontology graph, \(M\) is the metadata */
2. {
3. List \(A\) = set of anchors in \(G\)
4. List \(L\) = empty
5. Tree \(T\) = empty
6. Choose \(M\) as the starting vertex
7. Search\((M)\)
8. While (\(L\) not empty)
9. {
10. Remove edge \((v, w)\) from end of \(L\)
11. If \(w\) not yet visited
12. {
13. Add edge \((v, w)\) to \(T\)
14. Search\((w)\)
15. }
16. }
17. }
18. }
19. Search\((vertex\ v)\)
20. {
21. Mark \(v\) as visited
22. If \(v\) is an anchor in \(A\)
23. return
24. For each edge \((v, w)\)
25. Add edge \((v, w)\) to end of \(L\)
26. }

Listing 1. Sending side matching

The depth-first search algorithm is mainly for describing the metadata’s position with respect to the anchors. When we build metrics describing the relative position between the metadata and non-anchor entities, we will still apply this algorithm to reference the metadata’s position with respect to anchors. This is because the reasoning on the receiving side requires the information about anchors.

Listing 2 below shows the pseudo code for matching on the receiving side. This width-first search algorithm takes the ontology graph \(G\) and the anchor (vertex of \(G\)) as input. It initializes a tree \(T\) to the starting vertex, and a list \(L\) which stores the edges that are visited (Line 3, 4). In the search function Search\((vertex\ v)\), the algorithm first marks the vertex as visited and assigns a score based on the metric description. If the score is smaller than a critical value, the search stops (Line 19 – 22). If a vertex \(v\) has several unmarked neighbors, the edges between the vertex and the neighbors will be appended to the list \(L\) (Line 23, 24). As a width first search algorithm, it removes edges from start of list \(L\) so that the list acts as a queue rather than a stack (Line 9). Also, each vertex is clearly marked at most once, each edge is added to the list \(L\) at most once, and therefore removed from the list at most once. The tree \(T\) constructed by the algorithm is a width first search tree of the vertices reached during the search. These vertices represent the candidates that could potentially match the metadata.
1. WFS (G, A) /* G is the ontology graph, A is the anchor */
2. {
3.     List L = empty
4.     Tree T = empty
5.     Choose A as the starting vertex
6.     Search(A)
7.     While (L not empty)
8.         {
9.             Remove edge (v, w) from start of L
10.            If w not yet visited
11.                {
12.                    Add edge(v, w) to T
13.                    Search(w)
14.                }
15.         }
16.     }
17.     Search(vertex v)
18.     {
19.         Mark v as visited
20.         Assign a score S based on the metric description
21.         If the score S is smaller than a critical value
22.             return
23.         For each edge (v, w)
24.             Add edge (v, w) to end of L
25.     }

Listing 2. Receiving side matching

Figure 8. Illustration of the scoring method for vertices.
We recognize that how to assign score to a vertex is a research issue that needs further investigation. Figure 8 illustrates a simple example to generate the score for a vertex. The basic idea is to define a scoring function based on the metric. According to the scoring function, each vertex will get a score based on its relative position to the anchor. The vertex that perfectly matches the metric gets a highest score; the next nearest vertex gets a smaller score, and so on. We will investigate various ways to define the scoring function.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

Our initial results indicate that very consistent matches can be achieved using the techniques described in this paper. The quality of the matches between Ontologies is highly dependent on the choice of anchors, and the set of relationships (IS-A, etc…) and properties supported.

There are several points that require further research. Here we only list a few of them that we consider to be important:

- It is unclear how good anchor concepts are selected. There are certain requirements, such as them being sharable and general enough to facilitate successful ontology matching. What makes a good anchor is however unclear and will require evaluation of real world scenarios. A methodology to select good anchor points is needed.
- Once a data item has been successfully negotiated and transferred from domain A to domain B, it is important that the same data item can cross back, without being incorrectly classified. That is, a correct reverse operation must be guaranteed. The criteria for this operation must be defined, understood, and the ontology matching algorithms must guarantee this property.
- It is important that higher priority can be given to certain relationships. That is, in some cases it might be very important for the sending domain to ensure that a data item’s metadata is matched against some concept in the receiving ontology that is closely related to some anchor A via the IS-A relationship. In contrast to, for example, the matching concept being the domain for a certain property. Hence, it should be possible for the sending domain to give weight to certain metrics that is sent to the receiving domain. The receiving domain must of course take this into consideration. How this weight is properly respected in the graph matching algorithm needs to be clarified.
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Abstract. This presentation will discuss the agent-based standard currently in-progress at the (OMG) Object Management Group: the Agent Metamodel and Profile (AMP). The objective of AMP is to provide a metamodel and profile for extending UML with core capabilities to enable agents and agent-based software. At a minimum, these core capabilities include the notions of agent, role, and community and the structural and behavioral patterns defined by such constructs. The primary goals of this talk is to explore how the AMP submission will provide a foundation to enable the use of agent technology that can:

– Model agents and agent-enabled constructs that can aid in the design of agent-based systems and emphasize how they will interact and collaborate.

– Be used in conjunction with existing and upcoming OMG technologies, such as: UML, the UML Profile and Metamodel for Services (SoaML) and the Event Metamodel and Profile (EMP).

– Be completed in a timely manner (approximately two years). Multiple follow-on agent-related RFPs can be planned and issued over time. Here, each RFP needs to be tangible and deliverable in a timely manner and carefully coordinated with the other agent-related RFPs.

This submission, then, is expected to be the first in a series of agent-related submission. As such, it seeks to address those basic foundational elements of agent technology that are both commonly used and can be defined in a reasonable amount of time.
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Abstract. Adaptive and open platforms for cross-organizational collaborative product development (CPD) need flexible architectures and network solutions as well as novel data integration concepts supporting distributed, decentralized collaboration. Previous approaches to solving this problem have largely ignored the requirement of providing interoperable formats for product model data that enable the support of collaborative product development activities. This paper proposes the use of ontology technology to address this problem; it presents the integration of ontology technology into existing model-driven approaches to product development, and evaluates the applicability of the approach by describing a use case with limited CPD platform functionality.
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1 Introduction

Cross-organizational, collaborative Product Development (CPD) is the state-of-the-art approach to support knowledge sharing in multi-party cross-organizational engineering projects [1]. To support CPD processes, new collaboration platform technologies are required. They should provide an added value at product definition and execution stages by reducing collaboration complexity and obstacles.

There are many CPD platform design recommendations that mainly focus on data sharing and mapping. These recommendations address one of the key problems of product development: the integration of heterogeneous product model definitions [2]. What still remains is the question on how to accelerate the product development processes, especially in the early phases of the product lifecycle where the major challenge is to efficiently share rapidly changing product design approaches among development teams [3].

These requirements result in new design strategies for CPD platforms. Existing client-/server-based approaches are too inflexible to support loosely coupled, ad-hoc collaboration situations. Therefore, our research focuses on developing decentral information technologies to support CPD processes [4,5]. One of the results is the Product Collaboration Platform (PCP), an experimental peer-to-peer (P2P) software platform to support decentral product development processes. As presented in [1], we follow a model driven development (MDD) approach to design information systems.
for decentral and collaborative product development (DeCPD). Based on Computation Independent Models (CIM) we employ an iterative process to develop different abstractions of IT models: starting from IT architecture models over platform specific models (PSM) to concrete software artifacts. We employ an agent-based approach to model the distributed collaboration logics, as is explained in Section 2.1.

When developing distributed systems for knowledge sharing there is a need to provide a common language. Product developers act in different languages and normally have unequal action courses and best-practices when doing their model design activities. A common global CIM process model constrains the user in his process sequence but it does not explain the objective of the collaboration. This results in a lack of interoperability. To deal with model-centric processes, we have to introduce a common formal language that defines the intent of each collaboration step. Ontologies give us the possibility to enhance decentral information knowledge sharing with semantics. Collaborations based upon a semantic data model provide the possibility to understand a collaborations partner design requirements (specification) and to answer in an understandable format (proposal) without changing local product data management strategies. Thus, ontologies are an important building block to achieve interoperability between distributed model repositories and DeCPD processes. Last but not least we are able to underpin the suitability of the model-driven approach [6].

The structure of this paper is the following: After introducing DeCPD and ontology concepts in Section 2, we will discuss some related work experiences in Section 3. Section 4 deals with DeCPD CIM level models to provide a technology independent need for concepts like ontologies. Section 5 with corresponding PSM models and introduces in our ontology concepts. In the last section we evaluate our approach by providing a reference scenario that we implemented in our Product Collaboration Platform (PCP). The scenario depicts on a simple LEGO™ building example.

2 Background

2.1 Model-driven decentral and collaborative product development

Each DeCPD process describes a distributed solution of a given product engineering problem (specification). Our approach is based on the Distributed Problem Solving developed for multi-agent systems [7, 8]. The DeCPD process provides a synthesis of the distributed partial solutions of the participants (proposals) to an overall solution satisfying the initial requirements set up by the initiator.

The engineering problem in our work can be represented as the search of a set of product model (PM) components matching the specification. Product engineers are normally confronted with this problem in the design phase of the product lifecycle. This view enables us to conceptualize a PM Specification by a query that describes features, which the target component has to fulfill; a corresponding PM Proposal represents one possible design solution.
As described in the introduction modern approaches to collaboration platforms are needed to support the engineering problem described above. In designing a DeCPD collaboration platform, we follow a model-driven top-down approach. To model the underlying collaboration process we start with Computation Independent Models (CIM) that describe the functionalities of the platform on the functional level. We use the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) to express CIM models in a language suitable for the audience (i.e. engineers).

The result of performing this process are decentral architectures at Platform Specific Model (PSM) level. We design Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) workflows with especial architecture elements to cover the requirements given by decentral information systems subject to our work. Our BPEL workflows are model-centric; they cover event-driven trigger patterns (such as publish-subscribe) from the P2P overlay network.

The focus of this paper is not on the development of MDD models but on their application combined with the use of ontologies that provide the flexible and scalable approach required for collaborative product engineering platforms. In doing so, we aim at

- supporting ad-hoc interconnections between world-wide distributed partners that often did not collaborate in the past and
- effectively distributing product models among participating engineers for load balancing reasons, and a more efficient execution of product development processes for the reasons of task sharing.

2.1 Ontologies

We propose using ontologies to represent product model data and metadata. We will give a short introduction into the core concepts of ontologies and related technologies.

We use the web ontology language (OWL) which is standardized by the W3C. OWL is based upon the resource description framework (RDF), which is also a W3C standard. RDF enables the linking between objects, so called RDF Resources. This linking can be described by a directed graph, where nodes represent resources and the edges represent named links. This graph structure is also called *triple*. OWL itself defines some important concepts upon RDF:

- **classes** are similar to sets as they group together individuals having the same properties. For example, a class represents “Lego building bricks” or “plates”.
- **properties** describe the connection between individuals or the assignment of data values to them. For example, an individual of the class *brick* could have a property *hasWidth* which holds a value of “24”.
- **individuals** are instances of classes like in class-based programming languages (Java, C++, C# e.g.).

OWL provides a wealth of additional constructs, but these are the most important ones and sufficient for understanding this paper. Fig. 1 shows a simple example: Two individuals (*Tuc01* and *Tuc02*) belong to the class *Brick*. *Tuc01* has a property

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ [19th February 2010]
2 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ [19th February 2010]
isConnectedWith, which uses Tuc02 as endpoint. Furthermore it has another property hasWidth, which assigns the data value “24” to it.

Real world ontologies are much more complex and much harder to understand and validate. For that reason, techniques are required to query triples. One query language to provide this functionality is SparQL3, which is also a recommendation by the W3C. SparQL has much similarity with SQL. SparQL enables to select arbitrary subsets (subgraphs) from a given RDF graph that fulfill the users constraints (= graph pattern). Furthermore, a SparQL query specifies which elements from the result should be returned. A SparQL query has the general form:

\[
\text{SELECT } ?\text{subject } ?\text{predicate } ?\text{object}
\]
\[
\text{WHERE } \\
\quad ?\text{subject } ?\text{predicate } ?\text{object}.
\]

After the SELECT statement, elements that should be returned by the query are defined, no matter if these are individuals, classes, or properties. Within the WHERE clause, we define the graph pattern that the query engine has to match.

\[
\text{SELECT } ?\text{item}
\]
\[
\text{WHERE } \\
\quad ?\text{item} \text{ rdf:type Brick.}
\quad ?\text{item} \text{ isConnectedWith } ?\text{other_item}.
\]

The following example (see Fig. 1) shows the selection of an individual (from the given ontology), the type of which is Brick and that has a relationship to another item, specified by the property isConnectedWith. The following SparQL query will return the name “Tuc01”.

3 Related Work

There are existing research approaches related to the topic of CPD that use semantic descriptions. We observe that there are mainly two ways how ontologies are used in

3 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ [19th February 2010]
CPD: (1) as a formal description for product model content, or (2) as a structural base that enable a mapping between several product data formats.

3.1 Ontologies as formal product model description

Kim [9] proposes the usage of ontologies for adding a semantic description to product model representations so that it possible to specify the meaning of design challenges. The author introduces an ontology-based specification of an assembly design, so called AsD. Based on this AsD, a product engineer can describe the topology of assemblies and their joining relations, mainly focusing on spatial, geometric characteristics. With computational reasoners it is possible to infer the meaning of an assembly connection. This helps developers understand the meaning of design decisions within a CPD process.

Similar to Kim’s approach, Liang [10] studies the description of connections between LEGO™ objects due their given geometric structure. He also implements an ontology using OWL, that describes these connections (he calls them “ports”) in order to use it as a tool to find possibilities for connecting assemblies or to prove their validity.

In [11], Mostefai describes a generic and extensible product ontology especially designed to use in the area of mechanics. This is mainly used to facilitate a common understanding among different people such as engineers with their CAD/CAM experience, production planners, IT technicians, etc. If all these people accept a “common ontology”, they can contribute to a unified product model.

3.2 Ontologies as a support for product model data exchange

Another use case for ontologies in CPD is the need to develop a platform-independent interchange format for product data. In [2], Patil, Dutta and Sriram propose an ontology-based framework to handle this task, called “Product Semantic Representation Language” (PSRL). They claim that the traditional solutions based upon industry standards for product data exchange (e.g. STEP, Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data) are limited by the fact, that the semantics are ignored, which may lead to loss of information at transformation processes. They further claim that a better mapping solution can be achieved with PSRL that expresses semantics of a product model and not just plain parameters and values.

To conclude, what we did not find in existing ontology approaches yet is to use ontologies as semantic description in a decentrally organized product engineering process. That is what we need in our work: The cross-organizational process state has to be determined from the product model and that would be impossible when not using ontologies to define semantic information and process coherences upon flat product model data. As a result, in our approach; we can allocate IT modules the capability to interpret intermediate collaboration results and to make the right decisions until the final result is reached.
4 DeCPD CIM level models

In this section we give an overview of several model design aspects at CIM level. This should help understand the main motivation when designing a DeCDP platform.

4.1 CIM: Process aspect

Using BPMN we build generic, cross-enterprise business processes (CBPs) to describe global DeCPD processes. Each CBP defines participating roles, public processes, and a collaboration protocol, carefully matched to the requirements given in a product modeling environment.

To build CBPs that describe DeCPD processes we specified the following generic public processes:

- **GenerateSpecification** is the process to specify a query that describes the searched component characteristics in a \textit{PM Specification}, while **GenerateProposal** is the counterpart of the process mentioned before, which is used by participants to describe a target component in a \textit{PM Proposal}.

- **PublishProposal** makes a \textit{PM Proposal} available to selected collaboration partners. At CIM layer, it is not specified how this is realized from a technical point of view; thus, e.g., on PSM layer the IT experts could provide a distributed database solution for storing \textit{PM Proposal} information.

- By contrast, **PublishSpecification** distributes a \textit{PM Specification} among the developers involved in the collaboration. Suppose that the product model handling was realized using databases; in that case the \textit{PM Specification} would be a SQL-type query that should deliver answers to the collaboration initiator when executing it after several participants have provided valid proposals.

- **Search** describes the possibility to search for existing \textit{PM Specifications} / \textit{Proposals} in a distributed collaboration environment. The search mechanism has no bearing on the execution of a \textit{PM Specification} query (perform a SQL query e.g.), but it means to find their physical location in the collaboration network. Beyond each search process, there is a complex request-acknowledge and routing method to assure that only trustworthy partners get requested \textit{PM Specifications} and/or -Proposals. These methods are part of our research and will not be discussed in this paper.

- In some environments, it is useful to have a **Notify** process. In technical terms, this corresponds to event-triggered messaging. Independent from any technical realization, it means the participant to register on a particular event, like e.g. the event “newProposal”, whereby he gets informed about every public changes made in this collaboration instance.

- Last but not least a process **Analyze** is needed, that encapsulates the user’s decision on how to proceed a collaboration based on the incoming proposals.

Generic DeCPD processes differ in the following three characteristics. The \textbf{PM distribution} (specifies how physical \textit{PM Specification} and/or -Proposal data resources are dedicated to collaboration participants), \textbf{hierarchies} (describes the
maximum levels of sub-collaborations, in the case of a 0-level collaboration there is no subdivision) and iterations (allows the compilation of versions and variants).

The DeCPD process sequences in CIM Business Process Diagrams (BPDs) depend on the exact values of these three parameters. To evaluate the necessity of ontologies in the field of DeCPD we reduce complexity by setting up a 0-level collaboration between one initiator and a set of participants. PM Specifications are distributed among all participants via broadcast and the PM Proposals are interchanged via point-to-point transfer between initiator and corresponding participant. To maintain relevance to real world scenarios at product development we do consider iterations. Fig. 2 shows an example BPD for only one participant.

---

**Fig. 2. BPD for 0-level collaboration with iterations**

### 4.2 CIM: Data aspect

As described in Section 3 we need a data model that fits on the process described above. We defined the meta-model as shown in Fig. 3.

---

**Fig. 3. DeCPD data meta-model**

A concrete instantiation of the meta-model and its resulting complexity depends on the DeCPD characteristics (hierarchies and iterations) of a DeCPD project and therefore mainly on the amount of sub-collaborations (sub-projects, sub) and the maximum number of PM Specification- and PM Proposal variants (vars/varr), respectively versions (ver/verr). As a variant we describe all PM Specifications
Proposals that belong to one single component and that are published in parallel. Note that each variant has got only one valid version.

To conclude, due to the process limitation that no sub-projects are allowed (cp. Section 4.1), we can concentrate on the collaboration process itself and not on the difficulties that affect us when putting together the sub-results from sub-projects.

4.3 CIM: Service aspect

In describing DeCPD services and their behavior at CIM level, we distinguish between two dimensions: Service Execution and Service Coordination.

At execution dimensions we distinguish between local and distributed service execution. In local service execution, each collaboration partner hosts all needed DeCPD core services on its own; thus, the availability of needed services is ensured at any time (= local service execution). In the case that DeCPD core services are distributed between participants we have to provide additional service discovery methods at run time. Furthermore we distinguish between central and decentral service execution. In the central case, only selected partners provide a choice of core services, whereas in the decentralized case core services are distributed between participants.

Considering the coordination dimension we distinguish between central and decentral coordination. Central coordination needs a coordinator that controls the cross-enterprise service workflow; decentral coordinated workflows do not need a coordinator, but decentral, model-centric mechanisms that make a control flow possible.

To summarize, we decided to use a decentralized coordinated collaboration strategy with local DeCPD core service execution. Using local service execution we do not need to concentrate on strategies for a distributed service search that is as complex as decentral product model data exchange and provides nearly the same challenges. Rather we prefer not using a coordinator and control the workflows by querying the state of the distributed product model.

5 Ontologies for a concrete PSM level data model

The generic data model at CIM level has to be concretized at PSM level by specifying specific data elements needed to fulfill the requirements of a DeCPD. In this section we describe on how to use an ontology approach to specify the PSM data model.

5.1 Ontologies to describe components and connections

One of the core concepts of DeCPD is the decomposition of an overall product development problem (CIM: project) into several sub-problems (CIM: sub-projects). Central element of the CIM data meta-model is the sub-project related component.

The challenge at PSM level is to specify components in an interoperable way, that means to cover aspects of different business domains like design, functional
requirements, economic or of course geometric and topological parameters. To generate such a component description, all relevant parameters must be representable in a meaningful and feasible way. This is where we apply ontologies due to their flexibility and power of expression.

As known from many programming languages we provide a common domain specific base for the fundamental expressions. This ontology, that we call \textit{BaseOntology (BaseOnt)}, depends on the domain of the collaboration and must define appropriate \textit{classes}, \textit{properties} and even \textit{individuals} if needed. For sure the scope of our \textit{BaseOnt} is limited to the field of product development, although it contains essential concepts that could be use in other application domains. The \textit{BaseOnt} must be available for all participants in a DeCPD process.

As we chose the LEGO™ system as domain for our example scenarios (cp. Section 6), our \textit{BaseOnt} provides a special vocabulary for a collaboration in this product development area and we define the following five superclasses:

- \textbf{Component}. Holds the subclasses \textit{Project}, \textit{Assembly} and \textit{Part} that are constructional superclasses themselves. Derived from \textit{Part}, we define LEGO™ elements such as \textit{Brick}, \textit{Plate}, \textit{Lego Technic Part}, and others. In the example, these special \textit{Part} classes represent all the different kind of LEGO™ building bricks that can be purchased on the market.

- \textbf{Connection}. Within the \textit{Connection} classes it is possible to describe the type and the implementation of connections between \textit{parts}, \textit{assemblies} and perhaps other important stuff. This is especially needed to ensure, that the different \textit{PM Proposals} connects well during the synthesis phase of the collaboration.

- \textbf{Requirement}. This class helps to specify the various kinds of requirements concerning a component. We distinguish between functional (movability or flexibility) and non-functional requirements (price, weight, or material).

- \textbf{Resource}. Using this class, ontology elements can be linked to external data storages such as files or database tuples. Generally, an external data source contains more detailed information than provided by the ontology.

- \textbf{ValuePartitions}. This is a helper superclass to construct enumeration classes that are needed to restrict the ontology user when defining values.

Using these predefined elements, a participant can describe a component by generating needed \textit{individuals} derived from the given classes. By using properties individuals can be tied together or atomic values can be assigned to them. Sometimes the problem may occur that the \textit{BaseOnt}’s classes are not adequate to build up an individual. In this case the missing elements can easily be added to a custom \textit{project ontology (PrOnt)}, cp. Section 5.3.

Next to the simple description of components, connections between them have to be represented. We provide a solution for this requirement by defining special \textit{connection classes} in our \textit{BaseOnt}. So the connection modality (from physical point of view), the involved components and additional semantic information (why the connection is modeled the way it is) can be described in the same way as shown above.
5.3 Project and component queries

For describing the project and its components that should be developed during collaboration we use so called project queries (PrQ) that work upon a special project ontology (PrOnt) which extend the BaseOnt with project specific stuff.

In a PrOnt we define the main component that represents our project subject as a new class by deriving from the Project class using the subClassOf built-in property of OWL. Additionally components are defined by deriving from the Assembly class. In order to represent the topological structure, we create an individual for each new type we defined before and link them together via the isChildOf property of the BaseOnt like building up a bill of material (BOM). To declare which components should really be developed in collaboration we mark each individual with a boolean value using the BaseOnt’s isExposed property. In summary this results in an ontology structure that holds all the information about types and topological structure of the collaboration.

To extract these information from the PrOnt we use a project independent PrQ, which is of course defined in the W3C standardized SparQL query language. The PrQ basically searches for types of those individuals, which are children of another individual that represents a type being a subclass of the Project class. The query returns the name of the component, if it should be developed in the collaboration and the associated project type as shown below:

```
PREFIX lego: <http://tuc.de/ontologies/lego_base.owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

SELECT ?components ?value ?root_type
WHERE {
  ?root lego:hasChild ?x;
  rdf:type ?root_type.
  ?root_type rdfs:subClassOf lego:Project.
  ?x lego:isExposed ?value;
  rdf:type ?components.
  ?components rdfs:subClassOf lego:Assembly.
}
```

In either case it might be the initiator that generates the first revision of the PrQ and the PrOnt. Dependent of the knowledge a collaboration initiator owns when specifying a new PrQ/PrOnt composition he might not be able to describe the components. This case might be suitable in real world scenarios when developing new products. So we must differentiate between a project partitioning made by the initiator and those made by the participants themselves.

In reality a one-step PrQ breakdown is unrealistic. According to the supply pyramid a given PrQ will be specified more precisely from tier to tier. So a PrQ distributed by a OEM will be republished in a further collaboration by a 1st tier supplier and so on. Regarding our data meta-model in Section 4.2 it means that projects are recursively subdivided into sub-projects that are connected together by the components interfaces in principal.

The distribution of PrQ’s is in general only practicable between participants from maximally two supply pyramid layers due to their interest in collaborate. The question is also to allow and/or how to handle supplier rivals.
After having distributed a project description the initiator hopes to find participants interested in developing selected components. Desired requirements of a *PM specification* are specified in a *component specification query (CSQ)*. In contrast to the *PrQ/PrOnt* the person that describes a *CSQ (= the initiator in general)* is not the one who will also provide the *CompOnt (= one of the participants)*. The component is still to be defined (cp. Section 5.1.2).

![DeCPD query routing](image)

**Fig. 4.** DeCPD query routing

In the following we will take a look at the query routing that fulfills the requirements of the DeCPD process shown in Fig. 2. We consider a collaboration with only one initiator and an arbitrary amount of participants. Each sub-collaboration (again with one initiator and several participants) would adhere to the following base procedure:

- **Step 1:** The *BaseOnt* is extended to the *PrOnt* by specifying additional components that are not yet contained.
- **Step 2:** The project describing *PrQ* is generated. Executed on the *PrOnt* each *PrQ* returns the list of components to construct during collaboration.
- **Step 3:** The initiator generates a separate *CSQ (= PM Specification)* in that the component requirements are specified.
- **Step 4:** A participant receives the *PrOnt* and the *PrQ*. Based on that he can decide whether to provide participate at collaboration or not.
- **Step 5:** Interested participants require a *CSQ* of the component they are interested in from the initiator.
- **Step 6:** The *PrOnt* is extended to the *CompOnt (= PM Proposal)* by again specifying additional components.
- **Step 7:** The *CompOnt* is submitted to the initiator and evaluated by executing the *CSQ*. 
5.2 Component proposals

A *PM Proposal* at PSM level should describe a concrete implementation of a *PM Specification*. Therefore a *ComponentOntology (CompOnt)* is provided. Dependent on the used domain specific CAD models an individual mapping of relevant attributes and features into the CompOnt is needed. The mapping is again realized by generating and combining individuals using *PrOnt’s* classes and properties. Additionally the CompOnt should provide links to the ontology’s source CAD files. During evaluation of a *PM Proposal* the original CAD file is still a useful and important representation.

6 Evaluation: Sample use case

As proof of concept we implemented an example use case that combines the PSM service concepts with the ontology based data model approach. In the sample use case, we simulate the collaborative construction of a LEGO™ bulldozer (as illustrated in Fig. 5).

![LEGO™ bulldozer](image)

**Fig. 5.** LEGO™ bulldozer to evaluate ontologies at DeDCP

The bulldozer represents the data element project and consists of three components that are specified by the initiator: A chassis, a body and a shield.
As listed in Section 5.3, the first step is to use the BaseOnt and extend it to the PrOnt (cp. Fig. 4, Step 1) by adding project-specific components such as a class for the bulldozer, the chassis, the body and the shield and mark the bulldozer as the project class. For the topological structure we define individuals for each type using the hasChild property and mark them via the isExposed property to identify which component is a PM Specification. Mind that not each component of the underlying bill-of-material has to be developed within the collaboration.

With a special SparQL Query (= PrQ) that is developed in step 2, the exposed classes can be determined when running the query. Let us assume that in our reference scenario all three components should be developed by collaboration participants.

For each exposed component the initiator has to implement a specification as SparQL query in the third step (cp. Fig. 4, Step 3). In summary there are three requirements for this assembly, one restricting the dimension, a second demanding the movability, and the third limiting the costs. The schema of this query type is quite generic and can be used for arbitrary projects and not only for describing LEGO™ toys.

```
PREFIX spec: <http://tuc.de/ontologies/spec_bulldozer.owl#>
PREFIX lego: <http://tuc.de/ontologies/lego_base.owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT ?item WHERE {
  ?item rdf:type spec:Chassis;
  ?req_dim rdf:type lego:Dimension;
  lego:hasDepth 8;
  lego:hasWidth ?width FILTER (?width >= 20 && ?width <= 30).
  ?req_mov rdf:type lego:Moveability;
  lego:hasAxisRelation lego:XValue;
  lego:hasMoveability lego:LinearValue.
  ?req_costs rdf:type lego:Costs;
  lego:hasCosts ?price FILTER(?price <= 45.99).
}
```
Based upon these requirements provided in a CSQ, a developer can now start to implement a PM Proposal. This is done by generating a CompOnt that follows the structure of the CSQ. Therefore a collaboration participant’s work is to map his final parameters from his proposed product model into the CompOnt. To check if the CompOnt is a valid proposal, both participants and the initiator need to execute the CSQ upon this CompOnt. If the result of a CSQ is an individual of a requested component (cp. individual Tuc01 in Fig. 8 below) the proposal is valid, if not it is invalid and there may remain some unfulfilled requirements.

Fig. 8. Extract from component ontology for a CAD representation of a LEGO™ bulldozer chassis (LDraw).

When the initiator has received enough valid PM Proposals (CompOnts) for each component, he can assemble them into a result ontology instance (ResOnt), which represents the package solution. In other words, it means that assembling all corresponding CAD model files will result in a final CAD model like the one shown in Fig. 5.

7 Conclusion and outlook

As mentioned in Section 3, there is a lack of using ontologies to support distributed collaboration processes like those addressed in this paper. The development and application of an ontology especially designed for decentralized organized product development enables the full realization of DeCPD platforms. We are now able to complete our existing experimental PCP implementation, which was presented at the CeBIT trade fair in Hannover in 2009, by integrating the missing semantic data
description module. With it we have the possibility to interpret relevant information from the state of the distributed product model that allows us to follow a decentrally developed process model.

Beside the integration of the ontology concept into our PCP, we have to evaluate the applicability in real world engineering scenarios that is on CIM layer, i.e., independent from any IT realization. At the same time existing methods and protocols for query distribution and routing have to be evaluated and expanded to hierarchically designed DeCPD processes containing sub-collaborations. In that case we get confronted with the problem of describing interfaces between product models that could perhaps be realized in a similar way. This problem is yet unsolved. Finally, a more practical requirement which we shall address in future work is to provide automatic mappings from CAD files into the ontology approach.
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Abstract. Service discovery plays an important role in large-scale and highly dynamic environments where the most valuable information is not widely available and may not be registered. In this paper, we present a distributed service discovery approach which makes use of decentralized search algorithms and social network models as underlying structure.

1 Introduction

In new paradigms for computing, such as peer-to-peer technologies, grid computing or autonomic computing, large systems can be seen in terms of service provider and consumer entities or agents [15]. The main feature of these domains is that they are open and dynamic, where new agents can enter to the system and existing ones leave. If we consider agents as service providers, the available services change dynamically and it is not an easy task to locate a suitable and available service in a crowded environment with services. In this context, one of the most challenge issue is service discovery. Conventional approaches in multiagent systems such as registries or matchmakers partially address this problem. However, in highly dynamic environments, the most valuable information is not widely available or it is registered in a centralized repository or may not be registered[28]. Much of this information may only be accessed by contacting the right agents. This fact is present in human society. There are scenarios, such as labor market, where the empirical evidences suggest that about half of all jobs are filled through contacts[7]. Recent literature stresses the role of contact networks in other economic phenomena such as buyer-sellers[12] or R&D (Research & Development)[6]. In the provider-consumer scenario, individuals seeking services read yellow-pages, browse in the web and mobilize their local networks of friends and relatives. Networks of personal contacts can mediate in provider-consumer location opportunities which flow through word-of-mouth and constitute a valid alternative source of service information to more traditional methods.

In this paper, we propose a distributed service discovery approach for Open Multi-Agent Systems (Open MAS) using social networks as underlying structure. When an agent asks for another service, a distributed search is made considering only local information associated to its neighbors: degree and service parameters contained in semantic service descriptions offered by each neighbor.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of several works in the area of service discovery in MAS. Section 3 describes the structure and the advantages of preferential attachment networks. In section 4, the proposal for distributed semantic service discovery is presented. Section 5 analyzes the performance of the proposal, comparing with other approaches used in distributed search. In section 6 conclusions and future work are presented.

2 Related Work

Open and dynamic environments where the scalability and the workload are low make use of middle-agents [26][11][17] to facilitate service discovery. The main advantage is that matchmakers could provide an optimal matching because they consider all the registered services in the system. These middle-agents usually make an efficient search and get a good throughput. Unfortunately, this kind of agents could be a bottleneck when the workload increases. Other drawbacks of middle-agents are their complexity, the huge amount of memory needed to keep service advertisements and the cost of service composition as the number of services grows significantly. Different approaches have been suggested to overcome the above mentioned problems related to the centralized paradigm in service discovery.

Peer-to-peer approach takes advantage of the fact that each agent already knows its own capabilities and those of a few peers, and uses peer-to-peer search (recursively) for locating agents with the needed capability [5][23]. An agent broadcasts a query using its local knowledge to its neighbors and the agent that receives such a request either offers its services to the original caller or broadcasts the request to its own neighbors. The drawback of this approach to service discovery is that the communication among agents is essential and the overall communication traffic overhead may be large.

Another distributed way to locate distributed services is to form coalitions or clusters[22][18]. Nevertheless, the choice of what coalitions are going to be formed is a difficult task. This entails recursively to calculate the values of the coalitions and later selecting the coalition with the best result. The calculation of the coalition values can be made in parallel, but this phase requires that each agent knows the rest of system agents (global knowledge). In addition to determine the best value, they have to use broadcast. Therefore, in some situations, the system could be overload.

A third way for agents to discover services in efficiently is the distribution of the middle agents or facilitators. Jha et al.[8] suggest to split the function of the service facilitator among a group of agents. The system designer assigns a local matchmaker to each host or segment of the system, which provides matchmaking services to agents in its vicinity (its segment). The local matchmaker can consult its peers or a central matchmaker whenever it cannot provide an answer to a local query. This type of solution reduces communication traffic and confines it to network segments (in which communication is fast). Moreover, it reduces message queue sizes, improving scalability and fault tolerance. Sigdel et al. [25] present an adaptative system. The framework suggested allows automatically adaptable matchmaking methods for service localization depending on the network structure and characteristics. This approach is based on two levels: system adaptation level and node adaptation level. These approaches are
applicable in systems that have a hierarchical topology, in which information sharing can be confined to local segments. In systems with very large segments the problems of scalability are only marginally relieved by this approach because the large segments become overloaded systems which have local bottlenecks. Another case in which this approach is not useful is in systems with many crosslinks between segments. In this case the overhead of coordinating tasks among local matchmakers might be greater than the benefit obtained from their distribution.

The main advantage of the presented proposals are fault tolerant and adaptable to changes in the environment. Besides that, they decrease communication time and spread the information among agents. The main drawbacks are that distributed approaches such as coalitions or peer-to-peer have performance problems (network traffic, slow response and congestion) and the coordination effort required is not appropriated for highly dynamic environments. Our proposal tries to overcome these drawbacks through a completely distributed approach based on social networks as underlying structure. In the next section the main features of these networks are presented.

3 Social Networks

As MAS continue to grow and migrate to heterogeneous environments, such as the Internet and the Semantic Web, the structure of societies in MAS and the interconnections among the agents in these societies will be fundamental to the effectiveness of service discovery. Social network models are an appropriate representation of agent interconnections, such as friendship, financial exchange, relationships of beliefs, knowledge or prestige. Recent studies using data on communication within organizations[1] and the friendships communities[14] have established the fact that human social networks closely match some mathematical models present in social networks. Another interesting feature of these networks is the property of being searchable: ‘ordinary people are capable of directing messages through their acquaintance networks to reach a specific but distant target person in only a few steps’[30]. This feature makes social networks not only suitable to model relationships between agents, but also to discover services offered by agents, situated in large networks whose topology is known only locally, in few steps.

To frame the underlying problem, we go back to one of the most well-known social network analysis: ‘Six degrees of separation’[27]. In this experiment Milgram discovered that individuals are connected via short paths, but also that the individuals in these networks, only considering local information about their own neighbors, are able to find these paths. Decentralized search can be classified considering if the network is structured or unstructured. This classification is presented in [31]: ‘in structured networks the global position of the target node in the space can guide the search process to reach the target node more quickly. In unstructured networks, the global position of the node is unknown and it is difficult to know whether a step in the search process is towards the target node or away from the target node’. One of these model sof unstructured networks is the scale-free[2].

Scale-Free Networks. The scale-free network model is defined as: ‘a mathematic model extracted from the real world. The distribution of the number of network neighbors
(degree distribution) is typically right-skewed with a heavy tail, meaning that a majority of nodes have less-than-average-degree and that a small fraction of hubs are many times better connected than average [29]. This qualitative description can be satisfied by several mathematical functions, but the most common in the current literature is a power law [2]:

\[ P[k] \sim k^{-\alpha} \] (1)

in which, \( k \) is an integer denoting the node degree, \( P[k] \) is the probability that a node connects with \( k \) other nodes. The parameter \( \alpha \) is a scalar coefficient, which usually ranges in:

\[ \alpha \in (2, \infty) \] (2)

The power law distribution denotes that some nodes have high degree although most nodes have low degree. This property is called preferential attachment: new network members prefer to make a connection to the more popular members in the network.

These kind of networks have many predominant advantages which can be used to improve the cooperative performance in Open MAS, for instance in service discovery. This model has a robust topology which is immune to random errors such as random removal of links or nodes. Thus, for service location, the preferential attachment network offers a reliable topology to ensure that a service can be found under the condition that certain agents leave the system. The main disadvantage is that this kind of networks are very sensitive to 'sabotage' (attacks to highly connected nodes). Another feature of these networks is the path length between two nodes: 'with most disordered networks, such as the small world network model, the average distance between two vertices in the network is very small relative to a highly ordered network such as a lattice [21]. More concretely, power-law graphs having \( 2 < \alpha < 3 \) have small diameter \( \log(n) \) where \( n \) is the number of nodes.

Due to all the described features of scale-free networks with preferential attachment, a service discovery system has been proposed based on this this kind of complex networks. In the next section this system is described with detail.

### 4 Social Discovery System

We formulate the service discovery problem in an Open MAS as a probabilistic decision-making task in which the goal is to find an appropriated service minimizing the length of the path travelled by the request message. Our system is based on social networks, therefore agents are situated in a network with preferential attachment. We assume that each agent knows about its immediate neighbors including their identity, degree, and parameters related to the service they offer but it is unaware of the rest of the agents in the network. At the source agent, and at each agent along the path, the optimal decision rule is to send the message to the neighbor from which the message will reach the target agent which offers the desired service in the smallest number of steps, assuming that all future agents will make their decision using the same algorithm and only considering local information related to its neighbors.
If a decentralized search is to succeed, an important point to consider is that the underlying network possess some form of structure that can help to guide the search. There are two features that structure the preferential attachment network: degree (it is an intrinsic property of preferential attachment networks) and homophily. In the next subsections, the main concepts and components of the service discovery system are described.

4.1 Modeling Agent Homophily

_Homophily_ is a compact word that expresses the idea that a contact between similar people occurs at a higher rate than among dissimilar people\[16\]. This is often say with the expression 'Birds of a feather flock together' - that you tend to be friend, talk to, work with and share ideas with people who share with you a common ethnic, religious and economic background. This word was used by Lazarsfeld and Merton in 1954 in an essay titled 'Friendship as a Social Process'\[13\]. Empirical work related to homophily within social networks shows that is one of the most robust and pronounced characteristics of social networks. There are two types of homophily: status homophily, 'individuals are considered similar to one to another on the basis of informal, formal or ascribed status', and value homophily, 'individuals are considered similar to one another on the basis of shared values, attitudes, and believes'\[3\].

There is no global and application independent law on how homophily is measured. It is difficult to select an appropriate measure for a particular application area and to compare the existing homophily measures. Although homophily measurement is not restricted to solve a particular task, most homophily measures have been developed for a specific purpose. In our network, the homophily between two agents is based on semantic information contained in the service descriptions.

Given the agents \(a_1\) and \(a_2\), the homophily between them is calculated as follows. If we consider \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) as the services offered by the agents \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) respectively,

\[
s_1 =< I_{s_1}, O_{s_1} > \quad \text{and} \quad s_2 =< I_{s_2}, O_{s_2} >
\]

the homophily between \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) can be computed as:

\[
\text{homophily}(a_1, a_2) = \alpha \text{sim}(I_{s_1}, I_{s_2}) + \beta \text{sim}(O_{s_1}, O_{s_2})
\]

in which \(\alpha + \beta = 1\), \(0 \leq \alpha \leq 1\), and the values of \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) depends of the number of inputs or outputs of the services. If the number of inputs is higher than the outputs, the value of \(\alpha\) will be higher than the \(\beta\). The similarity function \(\text{sim}(X, Y)\), where \(X\) and \(Y\) represent the input or output parameters of two services, means the degree that \(Y\) satisfies \(X\) and is defined as a bipartite matching problem for service inputs and outputs.

A matching of a bipartite graph \(G=(V, E)\) is a subgraph \(G'=(V', E') \subseteq E\), such that no two edges \(e_1, e_2 \in E'\) share the same vertex. Given a bipartite graph \(G=(V_1 \cup V_2, E)\) and its matching \(G'\), the matching is complete if and only if all vertices in \(V_1\) are matched.

Let consider \(S_{1\text{out}}\) and \(S_{2\text{out}}\) the set of concepts in services \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) respectively. Consider the graph \(G=(V_1 \cup V_2, E)\) where \(V_1=S_{1\text{out}}\) and \(V_2=S_{2\text{out}}\). Consider two concepts \(o_i \in V_1\) and \(o_j \in V_2\). We differentiate among the four degrees of match proposed...
We calculate the degree of match of this two concepts using a semantic similarity measure. With the value of this measure we decide the degree of match $R$. $R$ can be one of these values: Exact, Plugin, Subsume or Fail. If $R$ is one of these degrees, an edge is defined between $(o_1, o_2), o_1 \in V_1, o_2 \in V_2$ in the graph and label it with a weight ($\omega_{ij}$). Once we have the weighted bipartite graph, we have to compute a complete matching of the bipartite graph such that the sum of weights of the edges in the matching, $\Sigma \omega_{ij}$, is minimized. For this task we use the Hungarian algorithm [19] which computes it in a polynomial time bound.

### 4.2 Agent Social Network

In this proposal, we use a preferential attachment network $G = (V, E)$ which consists of a set of nodes $V$ and a set of edges $E$ between them. The set of nodes represent agents which offer semantic services. The edges represent a relationship between agents which provide similar services. This network possess some form of structure that can guide the search. Basically, the preferential attachment network has two features that create such structure [4]. The first is homophily: agents tend to be linked with other agents that have services with similar category. The second feature is degree: some agents have more neighbors than others and may act as hubs that connect agents with different service categories. The consideration of homophily favors the neighbors that offer a service more similar to the target service. Consideration of degree favors the neighbor with the highest degree.

We create an undirected network with a power-law degree distribution. Each agent in the network offers a semantic service and has defined two vectors: one with the service inputs ($I'$s) and the other with the service outputs ($O'$s). Each $I/O$ is a semantic concept defined in an ontology. The link between two agents is established considering the ratio preference between agents $a_1$ and $a_2$ to the sum of preferences from $a_1$ to all the agents in the network. To approximate the preference from $a_1$ to all the agents in the network, using only local information, we use the degree of the agent $a_1$ ($k_{a_1}$) and the preference between the agent $a_1$ and its neighbors.

$$q_{a_1, a_2} = \frac{f_{a_1, a_2}}{k_{a_1}} \ast \max(f_{a_1, \text{neighbour}}), \quad (5)$$

The preference between two agents $a_1$ and $a_2$ with services $s_1$ and $s_2$ respectively $f_{a_1, a_2}$ is defined as follows:

$$f_{a_1, a_2} = (\max\{\text{homophily}(s_1, s_2), 0.01\})^r \quad (6)$$

where $\text{homophily}(s_1, s_2)$ is the homophily function between the service offered by agent $a_1$ and the service offered by agent $a_2$. The return value of these function is a real number which ranges in the interval $[0..1]$ (1 if the service provided by agent $a_1$ is equal to the service provided by agent $a_2$). The $r$ parameter is a homophily regulator. When $r$ is zero, the graph shows no homophily, agents are not grouped by similar service categories. As $r$ grows, links connect agents with more similar services. Basically $r$ makes the network to show groups of agents (communities) with similar services [9].
4.3 Semantic Distributed Searching of Services

Preferential attachment networks grow according to a simple self-organizing process. These networks need efficient search algorithms in order to function well. Algorithms should rely on local information in order to avoid a dependence on a unique point of failure and to avoid the effects of the changes in the network structure. There are several algorithms proposed for decentralized search in networks. Some methods do not consider the special features for the corresponding network models such as breadth-first searching methods based on limited flooding or random walks [32]. By making use of special features of the system topologies the algorithms can be classified in three groups:

- **degree**: the degree-based search methods typically make the assumptions defined in [32]: (i) 'each node knows its own neighborhood network topology'; and (ii) 'each node can locate the target if and only if the target is within a certain range of its neighborhood'. Generally speaking, the algorithm navigates through the network selecting in each step the neighbor agent with highest degree. In case that all the neighbor agents have been visited, the algorithm selects one randomly.

- **similarity**: The algorithm basically navigates the network selecting in each step the neighbor agent which has the service more similar to the target service. If all the neighbor agents have been visited, the algorithm selects one randomly [32]. In our case, it navigates using semantic similarities among service description (or parameters) using formula 4 as similarity measure.

- **mixed**: the algorithm navigates through the network selecting the neighbor agent whose service is more similar to the target service. In case that the neighbor agent do not offer the information needed to calculate the similarity between services, the algorithm selects the next agent between its neighborhood considering the degree. In the case that similarity and degree values are available, both parameters can be used to calculate the next neighbor. If all the neighbor agents have been visited, the algorithm selects one randomly.

In the context presented in this paper, the selected algorithm to search in preferential attachment networks is the Expected-Value Navigation (EVN) described in [4] which is a mixed algorithm. To apply this algorithm in the agent network, it is necessary to consider degree and the homophily between agents which is based on semantic similarity between the semantic services provided by the agents (see formula 4). In our scenario we assume that if the agents do not share the same ontology a previous step of ontology alignment is done. With this information, we can estimate the probability that a link exists from one agent to another. This probability is calculated assuming that each link is placed independently of the others. For a link from agent $a_1$ to agent $a_2$ the probability $p_{a_1a_2}$ can be calculated as the inverse of $q_{a_1a_2}$:

$$p_{a_1a_2} = 1 - (1 - q_{a_1a_2})^k$$

(7)

where $q_{a_1a_2}$ is the probability that the first link for $a_1$ ends at $a_2$ (see formula 5), and $k$ is the degree of node $a_2$. 
5 Experiments

5.1 Network Characterization

The experiments have been done in a set of synthetic networks. These networks are preferential attachment networks with the features explained in section 4.2. Each network is composed of 1000 agents with one semantic service each one. There are 100 service categories. The services have been assigned to the agents using a uniform distribution. We have created six sets of 10 random agent social networks. Each set of networks have been generated with different homophily parameter. This degree ranges from 0.5 to 3.0.

5.2 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the proposed service discovery system in preferential attachment networks, we have analyze the behavior of the EVN algorithm with respect the other
distributed searching algorithms: random, degree and similarity. We have made 5000 searches in each of the previous networks.

In Figures 1 and 2 the data gathered from the previous described experiment is shown. In figure 1 we present the results obtained varying the homphily parameter from 0.5 to 3.0. Each figure indicates the frequency of path lengths for each distributed algorithm (EVN, degree, similarity and random). From these set of graphs we see that the EVN algorithm, in general has a better performance than the other algorithms independently of the homophily parameter. The EVN algorithm has the higher frequency of short paths (around 9 hops). In Figure 1a, the EVN have the same behavior than the degree-based algorithm. This is due to the homophily degree is too low, so the network does not show homophily and the EVN algorithm only considering the degree. When the homophily parameter increases (Fig.1b,1c)), the performance of the EVN becomes better than the other algorithms. This is because the EVN considers both parameters to guide the search: degree and homophily and can take more advantage of the network structure. The best performance of the EVN with respect the others is with the homophily parameter varying from 1.5 to 3.0 (Fig.1b - Id).

![Fig. 2: Network with different homophily degrees](image)

Figure 2a shows the mean path length obtained with each algorithm in networks with the homophily parameter varying from 0.5 to 3.0. In general, the EVN always return the shortest path except in graphs with a low value of the homophily parameter. This is because EVN takes more advantage of the network structure. In Figure 2b the success rate of each algorithm is shown. The EVN algorithm in the 90% of searches finds a path between the source agent to the agent that has the service that it was interested in.

The last and very important check is the behavior of the network under failures. The problem appears when a broken link splits the network into tow isolated parts, since some nodes will no longer be reachable. To analyze it, node failures have been
modelled as a failure of all its connections. When some links are broken, an alternative path has to be found.

For random failures (see Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b), it can be observed that the path length decreases when the number of deleted nodes increases. But this is a consequence of the failure in most of the searches when the percentage of deleted nodes approaches 30% because many searches cannot end successfully.

An interesting case is what happens when a deliberate failure is provoked. In the case of power-law networks, the worst case occurs when nodes with highest degree (hubs) are disconnected. Figure 4a and 4b shows how ‘sabotage’ affects the performance of the search process. In this case, the path length increases due to only a few
highly connected hubs have been deleted and an alternative path exists. The performance attending the number of successful searches decreases considerably as the number of deleted hub increases.

6 Conclusions and future work

The aim of this work is to investigate the use of social networks and distributed search algorithms to provide a fully distributed service discovery approach in Open MAS environment. Our proposal tries to overcome drawbacks present in other centralized (bottlenecks, complexity, huge amount of memory needed, global knowledge) and distributed (network traffic, congestion, coordination effort, data consistency between distributed registries, update data) discovery approaches. In our proposal, agents are situated in a social network with homophily factor. Each agent maintains the information about the current available services it offers. Agents in the network act as a ‘matchmakers’ and make use of a distributed search algorithm (EVN) that only makes use of local information to guide the search. The experimental results show that the EVN can be considered a good algorithm for service discovery domain.

As a future work we consider how does the problem of service discovery changes when the network evolves over time and what happen when agents do not follow a fixed algorithm. Furthermore, we will consider organizational information in the discovery process to guide the search.
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Abstract. Service selection is the first step in customer life cycle management where services are selected to meet a customer’s goals or objectives, personalised to the circumstances of the customer. The aim of this paper is twofold: (1) to develop concepts and algorithms for goal-directed service selection; and (2) to compare and reconcile our goal-directed approach with a service-oriented approach. The proposed goal-directed service selection algorithm is based on a goal-directed domain description that represents the customer objectives and the business processes. We use service component architectures with formalised contractual service process definitions as a software engineering approach to architectural design and realisation of service-oriented architectures (SOA). The comparison aims to understand the relationship between and benefits of a goal-directed approach and a service oriented approach. We use case studies from two complex customer care management domains to demonstrate the concepts. The implemented algorithms are tested in a health care case study.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the problem of selecting an appropriate set of services to meet a customer’s goals or needs, personalised to the circumstances of that customer. For example, a customer of a telecommunications company may have the objective of getting a range of communication services. The services that best meet the customer’s needs will depend on the location of the customer, with whom the customer needs to communicate, the communication media, and the size of the customer’s business. Similarly, in a quite different setting, a patient with chronic disease needs a care team (provider services) to help manage the disease, and the composition of that team will depend on a range of conditions, such as the particular disease or diseases the patient has, the patient’s age, health status, family history, and so on.

We are interested in developing techniques for automating the selection of such services, including both their representation and the process of service selection. Automation requires formalisation. The focus of this paper is to consider two approaches:
(1) goal-directed, and (2) service-oriented. The former is formalised using multi-agent systems (MAS), in particular, goal-directed agents [1]. For the latter we use service-oriented architectures, in particular service-component architectures [2] with formalised, contractually agreed service coordination [3].

There has been considerable literature about service composition (e.g., web service composition [4], flexible Business Process Management [5, 6, 3]) and goal-directed processing [7, 8], and there have been some attempts to explicate the relationship between services in an SOA and goals in an agent framework [9]. However, such research deals primarily with run-time selection and orchestration of services. In this paper, we are interested in the static (prior to run-time) generation of a set of interoperable services that are capable of meeting a customer’s requirements. In this sense, the approach is similar to program synthesis, at the one extreme, and mash-ups, at the other.

The work presented in this paper is carried out as part of the Intelligent Collaborative Care Management (ICCM) Project [10], which investigates a comprehensive architecture for managing the complete life cycle of customer care. The ICCM architectural components include: (1) automatic selection of a number of (possibly interrelated) services to meet a customer’s goals or objectives; (2) allocation of service providers to deliver the selected services; (3) maintenance of contractual relationships among the service providers; and (4) the delivery of services by the service providers in an agreed manner over time and potentially the entire lifetime of the customer. Among these, an investigation of the Item (1) is the objective of this paper (refer [11] for the other components of ICCM).

The customer-centric automatic service selection has two key elements: (1) a domain representation mechanism; and (2) service selection algorithms. The domain representation includes the specification of the actors (e.g., customers and service providers), their properties, services (a unit of independent third-party deployment that encapsulates internal data and state [12]) and the business processes which coordinate such services. In a tightly coupled world, coordination is typically simple, monolithic, deterministic, well understood and with few control paths. Here it is possible to specify all the business processes that determine the flow between services considering all possible customer properties. However, this approach is impractical in widely distributed, loosely coupled systems using different technologies implemented in different programming languages on a wide range of platforms. The determination of the exact process (static flow) at the design time is challenged (1) in dynamic environments where customer objectives and business processes change; and (2) when different business units interact with one another to realise customer objectives. To address these challenges we propose:

1. A goal-directed domain representation called a coordination-level specification ;
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2. A goal-directed service selection algorithm based on the Item 1 above;
3. A goal-directed extension to a component-based service selection technique (from main stream SE) based on the goal-directed specification in Item 1 above; and
4. A comparison between component-based and goal-directed service selection mechanisms highlighting the benefit each approach can obtain from the other.

The paper is organized as follows. Case studies of customer care management are presented in Section 2. Service selection is described in Sections 3 (goal-directed) and Section 4 (service-oriented). Section 5 relates our work to existing research. Concluding remarks and future work are discussed in Section 6.

2 Case Studies of Customer Care Management

This section describes case studies of three complex customer care management domains, health care and telecommunication, which can benefit from the proposed service selection strategies. In the subsequent sections, examples are mainly obtained from health care case study.

2.1 Health Care: Chronic Disease Management

The current practice for caring for patients with chronic diseases involves the development and management of personalized care plans for these patients. A care plan includes tests, medications and treatments (services) together with the details of health care providers who provide each service. In ICCM project terms, patients are the customers and the health care providers, such as general practitioners, podiatrists, optometrists and dietitians are the service providers.

Once a chronically ill patient is identified, a General Practitioner (GP) creates a care plan using chronic disease care plan templates. While related to service selection, these templates only provide a guideline, requiring manual personalization for patient properties that demands much of GP’s or practice nurse’s time. We expect to minimize GP’s workload by generating personalized care plans using automated context-sensitive service selection and service compatibility checking.

2.2 Telecommunication Domain: Customer Life Cycle Management (CLCM)

Telecommunication is a competitive domain with many telecommunication companies providing similar services. The aim of Customer Life Cycle Management (CLCM) is to move a potential customer through several stages until he/she eventually becomes loyal, without losing them on the way to abandonment, attrition, churn, and migration [13]. Cutler and Sterne state that a customer moves through five stages: reach, acquisition, conversion, retention and loyalty [13]. In each stage, the customer’s objectives may change, which demands personalized service selection to retain their customer. In addition, in telecommunication companies, different business units such as Internet and Voice provide different services. Usually a customer objective crosses among these units, requiring collaboration among processes from different business units.
3 Service Selection: Goal-Directed Approach

This section investigates a goal-directed service selection strategy based on goal-directed MAS (Section 3.1). In this approach, business processes and the customer objectives are specified as goals in the coordination-level specification (Section 3.2).

3.1 Goal-Directed Coordination-Level Specification

The proposed coordination-level specification contains four distinct specifications:

- **Environment specification** defines elements, artifacts or constructs of the domain;
- **Goal specification** defines the goals or objectives of the customer;
- **Process specification** defines the business processes available in the domain; and
- **Constraint specification** defines how different services may interact with one another.

**Environment Specification:** The entities (which are applicable to customer care management) and their properties are defined in the environment specification. The compulsory entities include the customer and service providers. Minimally, the environment specification contains the properties of the customer and the service providers. Formally, the environment specification $D$ consists of a set of attributes and function definitions to describe each entity. For example, the patient entity from health care case study contains the attributes: height, weight, history, isSmoker, numberOfSmokesPerDay and functional definitions: $\text{BMI}(\text{patient}) = \frac{\text{weight}}{\text{height}} \times \text{height}$ and $\text{IsOverweight}(\text{patient}) \iff (\text{BMI}(\text{patient}) > 25)$. It includes only the definitions of attributes and functional properties, not instances of the entities. The entities are instantiated in the selection stage (Section 3.2) by assigning values to the definitions. The environment specification can take the form of any knowledge representation technique: lists, trees, semantic networks, schema, rule-based or logic-based representations.

**Goal Specification:** Goal specification, $G$ defines the business objective that the company is trying to achieve or the objective of the customer or the desired outcome at the end of service selection. Using the goal-directed terminology such an objective is termed a goal. For example, patient’s goal can be to “Manage Diabetes” or “Manage Weight” while the business objective is to provide “Manage Diabetes Service” or “Manage Weight Service”. Goals are defined as predicates $G(x)$ or $G(x, y)$ with subject $x$ and optional object $y$. For example, $\text{ManageNutrition}(\text{SomePatient})$ means SomePatient does $\text{ManageNutrition}$; $\text{ObtainObesityEducation}(\text{SomePatient}, \text{SomeEducator})$ means that the SomePatient obtains obesity education from an educator.

We categorize two types of goals: (1) **service goals**; and (2) **abstract goals**. Service goals can be directly delivered by service providers. Service goals also map generally into service operations in SOA, the provision of a service for another entity. The abstract goals may not have specific concrete realizations as service provider operations, but provide ordering constraints on the use of service goals. Hence abstract goals form a management or orchestration layer over the main service goals. (For clarity, examples of goals are provided after the process specification is described).

Formally, $SG$ is a set of service goals $SG = \{sg_1, \ldots, sg_n\}$ and $AG$ is a set of abstract goals $AG = \{ag_1, \ldots, ag_m\}$ and a set of goals: $G = SG \cup AG$ with $SG \cap AG = \emptyset$. If $SPT = \{spt_1, \ldots, spt_l\}$ denote the service provider types, then
the mapping of service goals to provider types that can deliver the goals is a simple many-to-many relation: $H \subseteq 2^G \times 2^{SPT}$.

**Process Specification:** The process specification defines the manner of achieving the goals specified in the goal specification. The proposed process specification takes into account: (1) processes may come from different business units; and (2) different business units utilize such processes as part of their collaborations among services.

Analogous to business process design methodologies (e.g., Six Sigma [14]), process specification establishes goals and decomposes them into sub-goals. It defines the process in terms of the sub-goals that need to be achieved to ensure a successful outcome of a goal. This goal-directed process definition allows loose coupling to exist at the business process level opposed to the conventional approaches that use explicit links to specific sub-processes (tightly coupled business processes).

Service goals are not subdivided further into sub-goals (they are considered primitive). Abstract goals are refined recursively until service goals are reached. Moreover, conditional goal refinement and service selection is supported. For example, the goal Manage Life Style may have three sub-goals: Manage Nutrition, Manage Weight and Cease Smoking. However, the Manage Weight goal is applicable only to overweight patients and Cease Smoking goal is applicable only to smokers.

As a representation of this refinement, we use the notion of an *operator*: $op \subseteq AG \times \text{BoolExp} \rightarrow 2^G$, which associates an abstract goal $g \in AG$ with one or more conditions $C$ and for each of these with a unique refinement into a set of subgoals $s = \{g_1, \ldots, g_m\}$. We represent an operator instance as a triple $< g, C, s >$. $C$ is a logical expression over the environment specification. $s$ is also called the body of $op$. Note that the order of subgoals is not formalised here. Ordering constraints are modeled outside of operators.

The following example illustrates two operators with their goals (from the case study):

**Operator 0**
- **Goal:** ManageDiabetes(?SomePatient)
- **Context:** Patient(?SomePatient) and Disease(?SomePatient, Diabetes)
- **Body:** ManageLifestyle(?SomePatient) ReduceRiskOfComplications(?SomePatient)

**Operator 1**
- **Goal:** ManageLifestyle(?SomePatient)
- **Context:** Patient(?SomePatient) and History(?SomePatient, Diabetes)
- **Body:** ManageNutrition(?SomePatient) If Overweight(?SomePatient) then ManageWeight(?SomePatient) If Smoker (?SomePatient) then CeaseSmoking(?SomePatient)

**goal:** ManageDiabetes has two **sub-goals:** (1) ManageLifestyle (2) ReduceRiskOfComplications

**goal:** ManageLifestyle has three **sub-goals:** (1) ManageNutrition (2) ManageWeight (3) CeaseSmoking

ManageWeight is selected if the patient is overweight and CeaseSmoking is selected if the patient is a smoker.

$AG = \{ \text{ManageLifestyle, ReduceRiskOfComplications, ManageNutrition, ManageWeight, CeaseSmoking, SelfManageWeight} \}$

$SG = \{ \text{ObtainObesityEducation, MonitorWeight, AttendWeightManagementProgram} \}$
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**Constraint Specification**: Constraint specification includes constraints over goals, such as ordering constraints or dependencies associated with abstract goals. A constraint can specify which goals must appear together, or must not appear together, ordering or timing constraints or a restriction on goals that cannot be selected together. We consider two types of constraints:

1. **Exclusion constraints**: Defines two or more goals which cannot be selected together (mutually exclusive goals for service selection). For example, if goal $g_i$ is chosen for selection, then goal $g_j$ can not be executed, denoted by the property: $P(g_i \cap g_j) = 0$.

2. **Binding constraints**: Defines two or more goals that must be selected together (mutually exclusive goals for service selection). For example, if goal $g_i$ is selected, then goal $g_j$ must be selected, too: denoted by $g_i \rightarrow g_j$. Bindings may specify any ordering or concurrency or services (e.g., if two services are executed in parallel or sequential).

The use of coordination-level specification in goal-directed service selection is described next.

### 3.2 Goal-Directed Service Selection Algorithm

The ICCM service selection stage generates a care plan by selecting services from the process specification to realise a customer objective. A customer instance is created by assigning values to the customer attributes and the functional properties defined in the environment specification, called the environment specification. Similarly, the goal specification is assigned with the customer objective and termed a goal model.

Each operator in the process specification encapsulates a goal $g_i : g_i \in G$ and a set of sub-goals to achieve $g_i$. With the notion of goals and sub-goals, operator specification depicts a tree structure, which we term a goal tree. A service goal $sg_i : sg_i \in SG$ and $SG \subset G$ corresponds to a leaf node in the goal tree. The service selection aims to identify all the service goals required to realise a customer as the service goals corresponds to services in SOA which are provided by service providers.

**Goal-directed Algorithm**: The service selection algorithm: (1) traverses the goal tree; (2) starts with the node that corresponds to the goal model; and (3) finishes when all the relevant service goals are reached. This traversal depicts a branching tree structure which selects an operators if its context matches with that map to the environment model. A basic version of the service selection algorithm is:

```plaintext
SelectServices(customerObjective)
let careplan = {} and let subGoals = {}
subGoals = GetSubGoals(customerObjective)
while (subGoals ≠ {} )
for each $g_i \in subGoals$
    subGoals = subGoals − $g_i$
    if $x \in SG$
        careplan = careplan + $g_i$
    otherwise
        subGoals = subGoals + GetSubGoals($g_i$)
return careplan
```
The `SelectServices` function gets invoked with the goal model as the customerObjective parameter. The `GetSubGoals` function returns the immediate child node(s) of a given goal from the goal tree.

For example (from the Process Specification in Section 3), let `customerObjective = ManageDiabetes`

In the first iteration:

```
subGoals = {ManageLifestyle, ReduceRiskOfComplications}
where g₁ = ManageLifestyle and g₂ = ReduceRiskOfComplications
```

At the end of first iteration:

```
careplan = {} (Since (g₁, g₂) \notin SG)
```

if the patient is overweight and a smoker:

```
subGoals = {ManageWeight, CeaseSmoking, ReduceRiskOfComplications}
```

if the patient is only overweight:

```
subGoals = {ManageWeight, ReduceRiskOfComplications}
```

and so on

The second iteration starts with the subGoals resulted at the end of the first iteration. The iterations continue until the careplan variable is populated with all the relevant service goals.

The service selection algorithm depicts a recursive nature: (1) due to the definition of goals and sub-goals in the operator specification; and (2) to get a set of service goals as the output of the service selection stage. The statement `subGoals := subGoals + GetSubGoals(gᵢ)` handles the recursive behaviour.

If there are multiple operators with matching context (OR tree), each such operator produces a distinct care plan. An extended algorithm, `Generate` to generate multiple care plans is given below. The `Generate` function invokes the `Combine` function to allocate service goals to the appropriate care plan.

```
Generate(goal)

  matchingOperator = Match(goal)
  for each gᵢ ∈ matchingOperator
    finalServices = {}
    subgoal = GetSubgoal(gᵢ)
    if subgoal = {}
      let (gᵢ ⊂ finalServices)
    otherwise
      for each sgⱼ ∈ subgoal
        z = Generate(sgⱼ)
      finalServices = Combine(z, finalServices)
  return finalServices

Combine(z, finalServices)

  newFinalServices = {}
  for each xⱼ ⊂ z
    let ((xⱼ \cup finalServices) ⊂ newFinalServices)
  return newFinalServices
```
The Match function returns a set of operators that match the goal and the context. The Generate function returns a set of sets of service goals, each set corresponds to a distinct care plan.

Next we describe a service-oriented service selection technique.

4 Service selection: Service-Oriented Approach

Component-based architecture focuses on the architectural design of systems with reusable components, interfaces, ports and connections between them, and the building of composite services [15]. Architectural design has demonstrated success in reducing software development and maintenance costs through reuse, product lines and architecture-based quality assurance for dependable and trustworthy systems [16]. While components and services are not the same, SOA is a specific style of component-based architecture [17]. Architecture definition languages for component-based architecture such as AADL and the UML2 are very similar in notation and modeling to those of SOA, such as the open-source Apache Tuscany Service Component Architecture (SCA) [2] now widely used in practice. Both aim at the separation of frameworks and components, the independent incremental development of components/services in different languages, their deployment into live systems on different platforms without loss of interoperability and dependability.

The approach of contract-based design which underlies our work in this and other projects [18] carries across to SOA [3]. Service providers and service coordination are specified with precise contractual obligations, distinguishing service requirements and conditional guarantees in service (composition/coordination) constraints. These are modeled by process languages defining service invocation constraints, typically modelled by process expressions or automata models. This formalization of interface behaviour is used by us in user-guided plan design and automatic selection algorithms.

4.1 Service Model

The service model associates the goals from the goal specification with a set of services to achieve such goals. These services are formalisations of the real-world service providers such as podiatrists, GPs etc. or in the case of abstract goals represent service components serving coordination. In service architecture terms, we distinguish service provider types (SPT) from service instances. A SPT is associated to other SPTs through interface descriptions. Our approach captures dependencies and constraints between service types via so-called gates. Beside a port name and an interface definition, a gate includes a contractual service specification possibly including service quality contracts. Independent of the specific service providers (the instances) selected at runtime, our approach designs and checks the typical coordination and interaction between these service types before run-time. When a service instance is selected at run-time, this only necessitates type checking.

As usual in component-based architecture and service component architecture languages such as SCA we distinguish provided and required interfaces, and here, gates. Unlike ports, connections to gates are only possible if the contracts are met. This allows us to separate contractual assumptions from guarantees. A service provider entity
may have multiple service operations that it can publish at a provided or required gate. Via gates, services can be connected, either by binary connectors that are linking up a required gate with a conforming provided gate, or by special coordinators that include architectural coordination constraints over several gates. Coordinators are modelled themselves like (light-weight) components. We use the Rich Architectural Description Language (RADL) [19] to formally represent SPTs and gate constraints. For example, from the health care case study, the goal “ManageDiabetes” is now termed a SPT description and the sub-goals: “ManageLifestyle” and “ReduceRiskOfComplications” become the required services of the gate. Thus we ‘componentise’, i.e. define an architecture, a structure in-the-large, over the otherwise unstructured collection of goals and operators in the goal-oriented approach.

4.2 Process Model

While RADL gate processes are described by (possibly concurrent) automata, RADL features so-called abstract machines associated with software or service components. Like many other architecture description languages[20], RADL uses gate processes for conformance checks when components are selected or composed in a context. The abstract machines expose an abstract translation from service abstractions invoked via a provided gate to services called out to via required gates. They capture dependencies between gates realised by component implementations without revealing the implementations and are used for refined dependency analysis, testing and performance prediction across networks of mutually dependent service components.

Finally, this architecture provides structure to the set of services available to be deployed to fulfill the customer objectives. This structure forms a manifest of all available services. A sample structure extract is shown in Figure 2.

4.3 Service selection: Goal-Directed vs SOA

The service-oriented realisation of service selection, checking and composition mirrors the goal-directed approach described (Section 4.1) as follows:

1. each goal is translated to an SPT description;
2. each sub-goal is mapped to a port in the service-oriented architecture;
3. the sub-goal is then translated to a gate by enriching the port with the appropriate coordination process;
4. operators are identified in the SPT structure.

By construction we represent the same hierarchical structure for goals and service types (Figures 1 and 2).

The concept of a goal is a semantically rich concept. The goal-directed approach:

1. has inherent verification support to check the correctness of the goal tree;
2. has inbuilt goal tree maintenance support;
3. captures the knowledge-based semantics of goals in the operator specification;
4. in addition to the task-based service selection (e.g., manageWeight), it allows service selection based on:
Fig. 1. A sample goal tree

Fig. 2. SPT structure corresponds to the goal tree in Figure 1

(a) the desired outcome (e.g., the patient wants to manage weight); and
(b) maintenance goals (e.g., maintain the patient’s weight gain less that 3% of the service selection-time body weight);
5. supports a distributed design environment through partial plans.
6. supports the use of automatic goal planners.

On the other hand, formal approaches to SOA allow complex data and process types and contractual constraints to be specified. Future work is directed towards developing representation techniques for rich constraint specification in the goal-directed approach. This will require reconciling goal search with architecture-based process definition.

5 Related Research

A service, which is an implementation of a well-defined business functionality with a well-defined interface is the building block of SOA [12]. A web service describes a standard way to integrate web-based applications by programmatically providing business logic, data and processes. Web services are considered as the preferred way to realize SOA [21]. Web Service composition strategies are broadly categorized into 5 categories: static vs dynamic, model-driven service composition, declarative service composition, automated vs manual service composition, and Context-based service discovery and composition [4]. ICCM service selection strategies illustrate a combination of dynamic, model-driven, automated and context-based approach.

This paper investigates the applicability of the goal-directed approaches for service selection which occur at static-time. The application of agent-based goal-directed approaches for managing the run-time behaviour of systems is a research area in its own
right with already proven success [7, 8]. Already there are initiatives for context sensitive goal-directed service selection. For example, IBM has identified the importance of flexible business process management plans to obtain SOA objective to create new solutions by composing existing business services to handle dynamic business requirements [5]. To address such requirements IBM introduced the BPM Suite “WebSphere Business Services Fabric” which has shareable, context sensitive flexible modules called intelligent business services [6]. However, these intelligent business services are not formalized in MAS terms and, lack both the expression power of MAS and any formal basis.

The semantics of goal-directed BDI agents and formalisms to represent such semantics are well researched and mature [22]. The agent architectures (e.g., PRS [23], dMARS [24]) have mechanisms to represent such formalisms. There are programming languages (e.g., AgentSpeak [25]) based on BDI architectures and agent platforms (e.g., Jason [26]) to develop BDI agents. To our knowledge there is no research on goal-directed service selection using goal-directed agent semantics, formalisms and implementation tools, although it clearly relates to work in hierarchical planning [27].

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper investigated service selection strategies to meet a customer’s goals or objectives, personalised to the circumstances of that customer. It proposed a goal-directed domain representation technique, service selection algorithm, and extension to a service-oriented service selection algorithm. The comparison among the goal-directed and service-oriented approaches concludes that both the approaches can generate the same outputs and add value to the other. SOA can provide rich techniques to apply complex constraints over goals, while the goal-directed approach can provide knowledge-based semantics of goals and a distributed design environment.

Currently our goal-directed approach does not have a mechanism to represent rich constraints among goals. As future work we expect to enhance the goal-directed approach to represent process logical constraints, further integrate BDI agent-based goal-oriented selection with SOA, and implement the goal-directed approach in other domains, such as telecommunication.
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